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Body
identified
as Rizzi's
IHE BG NEWS

According
to
County
Prosecutor Alan Mayberry, the
body found Friday on the north
side of campus was that of
Michelle Rizzi Salerno, who has
been missing from East Lansing,
Mich., since last lune.
She was positively identified by
the Lucas County coroner's office.
According to a statement
released by the prosecutor's office.
Dennis Michael Salerno, her
estranged husband, is awaiting
arraignment on escape charges in
the Wood County Jail. The arraignment will be held April 26 at 2:30
p.m.
His trial for charges of aggravated
murder
of
Larry
McClannahan, a trucker found
dead in Lake Township, is set for
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Student sues Marshall U.
ByJoann C.Elmer
U-VtlRE

HUNTINGTON, W.Va—After
months of requests, appeals and
denials to publish teacher evaluations, Joseph I lughes, a junior,
plans to file a legal suit against
Marshall University as early as
next week.
Hughes, with American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) attorney
lason Huber, will file a formal
injunction in the Cabell County
Courts for violation of the
Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA). Possible defendants in
the case could
include

With help of ACLU, he's taking action
to get teacher evaluations published
University President Dan Angel
and Director of Institutional
Research Michael McGuffey.
"The students have a right to
know how teachers rate, the
records are subject to disclosure
and the FOIA does apply to all
state universities," Huber said.
"We'll file our case against the
custodian of the records, which
would be Mr. McGuffey, and to
cover our bases, probably Dan
Angel and the university."

The evaluations are an agreement between the administration and the faculty and are
meant to be a way of enhancing
faculty teaching, Dr. H. Keith
Spears, assistant to the president, said.
"If there's an agreement
between the administration and
the faculty, then it needs to be
respected," Spears said. "In
terms of legal communications,
I am unaware of any."

If the ACLU Board of Directors
agrees, the ACLU could file as a
co-plaintiff with Hughes, Huber
said.
The evaluations, which students fill out at the end of each
semester to provide feedback on
professors, were first officially
implemented in 1997, under the
recommendation of former
President J. Wade Gilley
The
Faculty
Personnel
Committee passed the recommendation (SR-97-98-2 FPC)
SepL 25. 1997, with the clause
that the evaluations would not
be released to the public.

The recommendation reads,
"Publication of evaluations and
grade distributions may have a
negative impact on teaching
effectiveness and grading methods for faculty members
attempting to gain more favorable evaluations."
Huber said, "A president of a
university does not have the
authority to override the
Freedom of Information Act"
Hughes said since students
are involved in the evaluation
process, they should be allowed
EVALUATIONS, PAGE 5

HOT
WHEELS

My ft
Dennis Michael Salerno is represented by attorneys Adrian
Cimerman and lohn Duffin.

JALOPY STYLE: This diminutive
set of wheels was found in Lot G,
near the campus police station,
on Sunday. Though it did not
sport a faculty/staff parking
pass, it was not towed. Sibs and
Kids weekend brought cars —
and kids — of all sizes to the
University.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Sewer Division closes
East Evers Street

East Evers Street, between
North Main and North
Prospect streets, will be closed
to traffic as of yesterday. The
Bowling Green Sewer Division
will be repairing a sewer, and
expect the work to be finished
by Friday.

Nick Hum BG Nwn

Job Fair slated for
May at Southwyck
A job fair will be open to job
seekers in early May at
Southwyck Mall in Toledo.
Employers at the job fair,
scheduled for May 3, 1:30-6:30
p.m., will be interviewing for
positions in management,
sales, retail, manufacturing,
clerical technical, professional,
warehouse and other areas.

Firelands rewards
community service

William B: Lally and the ErieHuron-Ottawa Counties
Educational Services center
received a service award from
the Firelands Advisory board
Friday. Jennifer R. Washington
also received the Community
Services Award, at the 32nd
annual Recognition Program.

Columbus rally to
protest budget cuts
A rally is planned for for
Wednesday at noon at the
Ohio Statehouse in Columbus
to protest Gov. Taft's higher
education tax cuts. For more
information or to attend the
rally, contact Andrew Mizsak, a
member of the Special
Committee on Higher
Education. He can be reached
at 372-6579.
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Americas summit heats up
By Brandt Gassman
U Mr ■ R E

NEW YORK — Police in riot
gear bombarded a group of
about 45 New York University
students and thousands of
other activists with clouds of
tear gas and high-pressure
water hoses at protests against
the Summit of the Americas in
Quebec last weekend.
The students, many of
whom are part of the NYU
Coalition to Stop the Free Trade
Area of the Americas (FTAA),
drove 12 hours to Quebec in a
rented bus through Thursday
night into Friday morning to
participate in the protests.
Each student paid $45 to pay
for the bus ride, and stayed in
the gymnasium of a community center in Quebec. One of the
protesters had arranged lor the
lodgings.
The students went to
Quebec to protest the FTAA, a
proposed agreement among
the countries of North and
South America that will eliminate tariffs and make it easier

By Jordan Fonts
CIIY RtPORIER

Associated Press

SAY SO: Students from New York University protest at the Summit of the Americas in Quebec.

for American corporations to
use labor and resources in
countries outside the United
Stales. However, many of the
protesters fear that the FTAA
will lead to exploitation Of
workers, the underclass, the
environment and the natives of

poorer countries, as well as the
loss of jobs in the United States.
"Free trade as defined by the
people in power now... isn't fair
trade," said David Heron, a
junior in the College of Arts and
Science (CAS). "It gives individual corporations the right to

sue an entire government.'
"Free trade is used for corporations and against the people.
None of the profits go back to
the people," he said.
The protesters arrived at the
PROTEST. PAGE 5

OSU's Party Patrol useless on city's 4th riot
By Brian Clark
U-WIRE

COLUMBUS, Ohio — The
four-week-old extension of Ohio
State University's Code of
Conduct off campus and OSU's
two-week-old Party Patrol did
not prevent a riot from occurring
early Saturday morning when a
group of between 1,500 and
2,000 students and area residents rioted on Chittenden
Avenue. ,
l

Columbus Division of Police
estimated the event escalated
around 1:30 am. when the parties changed from an almost
Man 11 (It .is feel to the fourth riot
in just over a year in the off-campus area
lames Brown, a local
Columbus resident, said he saw
the beginning of the disturbance
earlier in the evening.
"About 10 p.m. I drove
through on my way to a movie

Blood Drive
closes with
almost all of
goal reached

with my girlfriend, and it was
starting up. I think it really started up after midnight," Brown
said.
The riot also took a more violent trend than the previous disturbances with a motorist being
beaten outside his vehicle and
reports of a person driving a car
into a line of police.
"That person could very well
be facing felony charges," said
Sgt. Earl Smith, spokesman for
i

the Columbus Division of Police,
about the man who was accused
of driving into the police. That
man and one other person were
the only two arrests reported
during the weekend.
Around 2:15 a.m. between
Indianola Avenue and High
Street, the area just east of campus was filled with people encircling a car. A group of four or five
people stood on the front hood
nsn Pane \

"My opinion is
they don't take
enough
preventative
measures to keep
stuff like this from
happening."
RRAORETHEL.nSIIIIINinR

Welcomed problems replaced
discouraging ones on the BGSU
Bloodmobile's final day: Low
turnout became long lines and a
need for more volunteers.
The American Red Cross surpassed Thursday's goal by 18 pints
of blood, receiving 158 total. This
contrasted with Monday, the first
day of their annual blood drive,
when donor attendance fell short
by nearly half the expected number.
The following two days were
similar, causing many staff and
volunteers to fear missing the
overall eoal of 460 Dints of blood.
But on Thursday, so many
donors came that the drive was
forced to call in staff from other
areas. In the end, the four days'
total was 445 units, just 15 short of
the drive's goal.
They would have reached die
goal if long lines hadn't forced
many donors to leave, said senior
Jennifer Whalen, ARC intern. Also
thinning the ranks were health
reasons, mosdy low blood-iron
levels from poor nutrition.
Without deferrals, the donor
count would have been 211.
Rejections for health reasons
eliminates about seven percent of
donors locally, said senior
Amanda See, also an intern.
"It was such a wonderful team
. effort...We're very pleased with the
end result." she said. "With a good
cause, everyone pulls together."
According to Whalen, this
month came closer to its goal
than February's Bloodmobile.
"Comparing them, we're a lot
DONORS. PAGE 5
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Student newspapers want to cover McVeigh
By Heather Men
U-WIRC

INDIANAPOLIS — Reporters
at a student newspaper in Terrc
Haute, Ind., have been battling
for access to a national news
event about to happen just five
miles from their desks.
After appealing an initial denial
by federal officials, journalists at
The Indiana Statesman -- the student newspaper at Indiana State
University -- have been granted
credentials to attend press briefings surrounding the execution
of Timothy McVeigh.
The convicted Oklahoma City
bomber is scheduled to die by
lethal injection at the federal

prison in Terre Haute May 16.
Officials from the U.S. Bureau
of Prisons also initially denied
access to the student newspaper
at Ball State University in Muncie,
lnd., but later granted it.
Reporters from both newspapers did not ask to witness the
execution, but rather to be admitted onto prison grounds to conduct interviews and attend press
meetings.
Kevin Bctz, an attorney representing The Daily News at Ball
State, said both newspapers were
denied because they did not
meet four key criteria.
Media outlets applying for credentials to report on the execu-

Mississippi pact
to'end segregation'
By Timothy R. Brown
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

JACKSON, Miss.—A $500 million agreement
to
end
Mississippi's 26-year college
desegregation case has been
signed by all sides and forwarded
to federal court, officials said
Monday.
"All we need now is the court's
approval and we're done,"
Attorney General Mike Moore
said. "This is a very big day for
us."
The agreement calls for $246
million spent over 17 years on
academic programs at the state's
three historically black universities — lackson State, Alcom State
and Mississippi Valley State.
Another $75 million would go
to capital improvement projects,
$70 million to public endowments and up to $35 million in
private endowments. Other programs, including summer classes for struggling students, will

receive the balance.
U.S. District ludge Neal
Biggers li still must approve the
deal, which could also be challenged. His review could take
several months.
Mississippi was sued in 1975
by lake Ayers, the father of a
black college student who
claimed the three colleges got
less money than five historically
white universities. The U.S.
Supreme Court agreed and
ordered the state to remedy the
situation.
The state College Board, state
officials and plaintiffs have been
negotiating a settlement since
lune.
Moore said the agreement was
signed by himself, Gov. Ronnie
Musgrove, College Board members and lead plaintiffs.
The agreement calls for the
dismissal of the lawsuit. Moore
said he expects a hearing on the
agreement in August. '

State patrol seizes
marijuana in Eaton
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EATON, Ohio — Nearly $3
million worth of marijuana —
the second largest seizure in the
history of the State Highway
Patrol — was found among
boxes of vegetables inside a
semitrailer stopped by troopers,
the patrol said Monday.
The marijuana was found
Saturday after the truck was
stopped on eastbound Interstate
70 in western Ohio for following
too close and lane violations, the
patrol said.
After a drug-sniffing dog alerts

ed to the cargo, troopers
searched the vehicle and found
19cardboard boxes of marijuana
among boxes of cucumbers and
peppers, the patrol said.
Tenny O. Chin, 42, of lamaica,
N.Y., and Anthony Miller, 38, of
Miami, Fla., were charged with
drug trafficking and possession
of criminal tools, the patrol said.
If convicted, each faces up to
nine years in prison.
The patrol's largest marijuana
seizure occurred in the mid1990s, when troopers seized
1,346 pounds from a vehicle on
1-70 near Springfield.

tion from prison grounds must
be considered viable to publish
legal notices, which would qualify them as a general circulation
newspaper.
Federal restrictions also
require that a newspaper be
available for sale and be recognized by the U.S. Postal Service as
a subscription periodical that has
been published for at least three
years.
Prison officials say The Indiana
Statesman and The Daily News
are not considered newspapers of
general circulation because they
do not publish legal notices.
Larry Riley, of the Ball State
department of journalism, said,

"We looked into it, and the way
we read Indiana law, our newspaper certainly could be used for
legal advertising. The fact that
local government doesn't do so
doesn't mean they couldn't"
Most student newspapers are
not delivered by mail, nor do they
charge their readers subscription
fees.
Even if they have published for
three years, most college newspapers and alternative weeklies
don't qualify to cover this event
"The reason they denied us
was because we are not a general
newspaper astheydefinedinthis
code," said Merv Hendricks, faculty adviser to The Indiana

Statesman. "That effectively discriminates against a whole class
of newspapers, including student
newspapers.
"My view is that college papers
have just as many rights to cover
the event as professional media,
based on rulings of federal and
supreme courts in the last 30
years."
Betz says he does not believe
that these criteria were set up
specifically to discriminate
against college media organizations
"There is a balancing between
media and the interest of the federal prisons in safety and security," said Betz. "I believe they want

to prohibit a fly-by-night from
gaining access to the prison and
then be up to no good."
"Unfortunately the student
press falls within this trap," he
continued, "and I am going to try
to work something out."
The
Indiana
Statesman
received approval April 19 after
battling the original ruling for 10
days. Hendricks had filed a formal appeal to the Bureau of
Prisons the day before in hopes
the agency would overturn the
denial.
In the appeal, Hendricks wrote
that not all college newspapers
could meet criteria necessary to
receive legal ads, a requirement

THE BLOTTER
Campus:
Bryce Tobin was cited for drug
paraphernalia and drug use.

sentation for using a driver license
Sara Stansbury was cited lor speed.
Jason M. Slack was cited for speed.

Reggie Brown was cited lor open
container
Donald A Kuhlrtian II was cited for
open container.

Thomas F. Her and Gary L. Romero
were involved in a traffic accident. Her
was cited.

Armondo R. Burton was cited for
driving under suspension and warned ]
Heidi M Cookson was cited (or
for an expired registration and no front I underage possession of alcohol.
plate.

Kelly Dennis was cited for drug
abuse

Michael P. Keinonen was warned for
loud music.

Jeffrey Hollback was cited for disorderly conduct

Rebecca R Carver was cited lor
underage possession ol alcohol

Christina M Bureau and Billy I.
Kindle were involved in a traffic accident Bureau was cited.

Ryan Sacha was cited lor underage
possession of alcohol.

Orn Ompaeng was cited lot an
open container in a motor vehicle.

Daniel Matlock was cited for underage consumption of alcohol

Thaivahn Saenthavisou was cited
lor possession of mariiuana.

Donald Leroy Botten was cited for
speed

David Schjltz was cited for possession of a take ID.

Somphong Khanthabouth was cited
for possession ol drug paraphernalia

City:

Amanda Ireland was cited for disorderly conduct and unreasonable noise

Joseph I laCourse was arrested lor
possession of marijuana.
Lesleigh J. Kulka and David E.
Heinlen were involved in a traffic accident. Kulka was cited.

Daniel C.Kelly was cited for speed

John R. Broz and Cynthia Luce were
involved in a traffic accident. Luce
was cited.

I
David P Bazeley was cited for open
container of alcohol and underage
possession of alcohol
Brent N Isler was cited for under-

I

age consumption of alcohol.
Chnstopher L Elliot and Michael F
Mayo were involved in an auto accident Elliot was cited

I
Abraham M Girad was cited for
possession of mariiuana and drug
paraphaneha
Andrew C Keaton was cited for dis-

AmyL BuckenmeyerandLynseyJ
Mason were both cited lor disorderly
conduct and public unnation

Timothy L Davis was cited for an
open container in a motor vehicle.

orderly conduct and public unnation

Jeffrey L. Clay was cited (or disorderly conduct and public urination

Prudence A. Brott was cited for
expired registration.

disorderly conduct and public urina-

Matthew P Hams was cited for
assault

Scott M Burkhardt was cited for
underage possession of alcohol

Kyle D Battenbrock was cited tor
tion.
Richard K Ramsdell was cited for
disorderly conduct and public unnation

Ashley M. Blake was cited for
underage possession of alcohol

Kathleen Ramirez was cited for
underage possession of alcohol

Alejandro A Pena was cited for
Ryan N Wietholter was cited for
open container and underage possession of alcohol

Troy Glover was arrested for theft
Randy L Fowler was cited for theft

j

open container of alcohol
Jesus G Rivera Jr was cited for

Donald E. Evans Jr was cited for
dnving under suspension.

Paul J Spiller was cited for underage possession of alcohol

Cynthia Utz was arrested on a warrant from Lucas County

Michael J Cittandino was cited for
littering on public property

Jeremy N Scott was cited lor driving under suspension
Dorothy D. Wooton and Patnc
Curran were involved in a traffic accident. WOoton was cited

David I Amadio was cited for having an open container of alcohol.

Summer L. Holt was cited for speed.
Laura Krauss and Thomas Deck
were involved in a traffic accident.
Deck was cited.

ly conduct and public unnation.

Bryan J Miller was cited for littering.

Jesica G. Sworan was cited for DUI
James Rose was arrested tor theft

Howard H. Eischen and George A.
Strata were involved in a traffic accident Strata was cited.

Deanna M Giancola was cited for
; underage possession of alcohol.
loel A. Vasko was cited lor disorder-

Allen R Baldwin was cited for
speed and warned forjmproper passing and failure to transfer plates.

Jeffrey P. Herbster was cited for driving under suspension.

Chad A. Salazar was cited for open
container of alcohol.

Ellen Steele was cited tor an open
containei ol alcohol and underage
possession of alcohol

Ruth Adams and Relija Pekmez
were involved in an auto accident
Pekmez was cited.

Dean A Coticchia was cited for
underage possession of alcohol.

Joshua A. Heuser and Dawn M
Spoores were involved in a traffic
accident. Heuser was cited.

Jennifer R. Wilson was cited lor an
open container of alcohol and underage possession ot alcohol

Amy Matheny and Derek Schultz
were involved in an auto accident.

Kevin L. Eatherton was cited for driving under suspension.

belonging to another person

Roger C. Leonard was cited for
underage consumption and misrepre-

j open container of alcohol
Phillip R. Barlage was cited (or driI ving under the influence

I

Christy J. Nemeth was cited for dnving under the influence.
John C Mook was cited for running
a red light

|
A Tuesday Challenge...
|
| What state has only one syllable??? $

Guilty or

Not Guilty?
What will the verdict be?
You decide! Come find out at the
Mock Rape Trial. Welines* Connection /

#®®®®®®®®®®®®<$®®®®®®®®<*®®®®
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Wednesday, Apul25, 200/
f/:30 am-/:30 pm

Student Health Sevlces

Towers Inn Special
(located In McDonald Dining Center)

April 24
Olscamp 115
9:00pm

ALMOND CHICKEN SALAD & ROLL
$6.95
PRIME RIB FRENCH DIP SANDWICH W/ SCALLION MASHED
POTATOES

$7.50
FETTUCCINE ALFREDO W/ VEGETABLE DU JOUR $ ROLL
$6.95
•"ALL SPECIALS INCLUDE FRUIT PIZZA DESSERT & COFFEE.
FOUNTAIN SODA. OR TEA
»"■"' ■■
!* «5

B
m
1

m

am
m
m

Pre-ordered reservation required on these specials.
Phone 372-2833 by noon on April 24th.
Towers regular menu will also be available.
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ANSWERS
STILL GO
HERE, SORRY:
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35 Turned around

Missing Route 666 signs
the work of the devil ?
ing off Pankey's ear.

Through the
Looking Glass
BUT NOW WE'RE AT THIS
POINT IN TIME: Because the $26
million police station in
Alexandria, Va., was built atop a
landfill 14 years ago, the building
has been slowly sinking ever
since as the material beneath it
decays. And it is not sinking evenly. If you put down a barbell in the
weight room, it rolls right across
the floor. It will cost $4.5 million to
fix. A city official said the decision
to build on a landfill was based on
sound conclusions at that point
in time.
"DO I MAKE MYSELF
CLEAR?": Eric Pankey, a large and
burly man, went to his ex-girlfriend's apartment in Tulsa. Okla.,
to enter into a frank and open
exchange of views with her, and,
to this end, broke down her door
and stormed in. Once inside, he
encountered his former loves
current boyfriend, Lloyd Barnes,
a smaller man but equally as ferocious. Barnes registered his
objection to the intrusion by bit-
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I shot a man in Reno cause I was insane!
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LET'S JUST RENAME IT
"PRINCE OF DARKNESS ROAD":
Every time road workers put up
the Route 666 signs on the highway in Morris County, N.J., somebody steals them. Though 666 is
the Biblical Number of the Beast,
police do not suspect Satan or his
minions. It's probably college
kids, they figure.
ANYHOW, NICE TO HEAR
FROM YOU AGAIN: To get
"revenge" for the hardship she
suffered by having to raise five
kids alone when her husband
divorced her, Ruth lesbergcr filed
a false claim of failure to pay child
support against him and
demanded $45,000. Trouble is, all
of their children arc now middle
aged, as the divorce took place in
1954. In addition, the husband,
lohn Bakewell, now 77. did pay
child support ($90 a week, big
money at the time) for more than
20 years. After an investigation,
authorities ruled that the claim
was bogus, and the ex-wife later
apologized. She just wanted a little attention.

•••

Fla, police officer signed out a
squad car for a special function,
but, instead of returning it after
he was done, left it in the parking
lot of SL Mary's Roman Catholic
Church. That was in 1999. The
cruiser just sat there for the next
year and a half. The priests didn't
report that it was there because
its presence acted as a deterrent
to crime. The police apparently
wrote the cruiser off the books
more than a year ago, and never
looked for it. They finally towed
the car away.

WE ALWAYS SEEMED TO BE
ONE CAR SHORT: A Pensacola,

36 Bowling atoy
37-Sufcvan*
Travels star
40 Cad
41 Frendh friend
44 Direction symbol
45 Pride membor
46 Irish islands
47 Two peftormers
46 Open container
49 Choice chK*ens
51 Just barefy pass
between
55 Dem and Oavies
56 Disfigure
57 Jack ol 'Barney
tvUler
58 Danish port
59 Fencer's ton
60 Pamphlet enctng'
61 Prepare
62 Dweeb
63 Maori* )et

LET ME TELL YOU SOMETHING, PAL, ARGHHH! While
driving through the Rochester,
N.Y., area, Daniel Updike became
very angry at another motorist,
and, when both cars stopped at
an intersection, got out to tell him
so in no uncertain terms. The
other driver responded by running him over and speeding off.
Updike was found with tire marks
across his chest and hips. He was
expected to survive.
Read a second Looking Glass
column on the Internet at
www.pingreeslookingglass.com.

I
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3
4
5
6

OLD MEN WORSHIP HIM AhhMr.
Benny Hill. He's a British
combo of Jerry Lewis and
Hugh Hefner. For no real
reason, except many of
our grandpa's used to
watch your show, Page 3
salutes you!

DOWN
Accumulates
Vineyard
Porters
Another tme
Jumbo giant
Depici distinctly

44411

PROBLEMS?

7 Fortune
6 Wound marks

9 Heat up
10 Not for
11 1961. "83 and-84
Wunbtedon
champion
l2TreftswoA
passageway
13 Shrfty
21 50s canddale
22 Ensl
26 Dues levied
29 McKetenol
"Gods and
Monsters"
30
Blanc
31 Parnptcna praiso
33 Pour out
34 Evenflabtaer
round the middto
35 Theater sign
letters
36 London lav.
37 Frenzied
38 Holy war
39 Lawn game

About to trade in
your delusions of coolness for
the answer to 5 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, anaVare
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.

40 Tackles, guards.
etc.
41 Mows to acton
42 Juicy (ruts
43 Briefly
45 Oaiboine Of
Taylor

46
48
SO
52
53
54
55

Mil address
Plague (witti)
Patting heat
Cottoe servers
Alleviate
Record
Shrp's record

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Tuesday

Cloudy

SAY WHAT?!?
"I'm desperately trying to figure out why
kamikaze
pilots wore helmets. "

High: 59'
Low: 50*

Wednesday

Thursday

©

©

High: 57"
Low. 54"

High: 61"
Low: 37'

Mostly
Cloudy

Mostly
Cloudy

"Now they show you how detergents take out bloodstains, a pretty violent image there. I think if you've got
a T-shirt with a bloodstain all over it, maybe laundry
isn't your biggest problem. Maybe you should get rid of

DAVE EDISON
HE IS A FAMOUS PERSON

the body before you do the wash."

©TMS Campus, 2001

JERRY SEINFELD

DID YOU KMOUL

Have you read your BG News lately???
or visit us as www.BGNews.com

TM£ Ui=£ SPAN OF A TA

UD \Q 10 DAYQ.

The University of Cincinnati—
It's the Place to Be!
there's still time ... but not much

To register for summer classes at

Bowling Green
State Uniuersity
Pick up a Summer Catalog NOW!
Access the class schedule on the Web at conted.bgsu.edu

■ Full year sequences offered in one quarter.
■ 3"3, 5 and 10 week classes

Choose your classes

■ Match course times to your summer job

Phone in your registration via Star at 372.8966 or
toll-free 866:823.0001 ioulsidcloco calingarca)

■ Fully accredited courses taught by outstanding faculty

don't cry!
Hereout W00P01

To Get Ahead

Call the Summer Help-Line 372.9141

Arc you looking for a way to put your bachelor degree to
good use? Do you want a rewarding career where you make
a difference in the lives of people with whom you work?

"Summer classes really paid off for me.
Summer courses after my sophomore
and junior years enabled me to intern earlier...
and the company hired me!
My career was underway before my class graduated.'
— Billie Sue Mullins Adkins
UC alumna and account executive, WSTR-TV

Are you looking for a way to put your bachelor degree to good use?
Do you want a rewarding career where you make a difference in the lives of people
with whom you work?
Consider Occupational Therapy! You may know that occupational therapists work
with persons who need rehabilitation and commonly work in hospitals but did you
also know that occupational therapists work in community settings where they:

■ Courses offered at all UC campus locations
■ Attend days, evenings or weekends

• Provide home-based services that prolong independence for
well-elderly individuals.
• Design environments that support the unique cognitive
processing needs of individuals with dementia.
• Assist parents and children of international adoptions with
adjustment and developmental needs.
main emu n owo
To see other examples of what occupational therapists can do
or to learn more about the nationally ranked Master of Occupational
Therapy program at MCO, go to www.mco.edu/allh/ot/index.html or call
(419) 383-4429.

To Stay Ahead

UC this summer
To register, call (513) 556-6932

H luesday, AprilU, Will
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www.bgnews.com/opinion

COKE DEAL LEADS TO OFFICER ARREST
CHICAGO (AP)—A former police officer praised for
breaking up street gangs was convicted Monday of
joining gang members in conspiring to sell $2 million
worth of cocaine. Joseph Miedzianowski, a 22-year
police veteran, faces a maximum of life in prison after
conviction on 10 counts including racketeering.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

100 down... 1360 more days to go
100 days. It seems as if
President Bush has been in office
longer than just a measly 100
days.
We don't really understand
why the media spends so much
time on the first 100 days in
office. After all, isn't it the entire
four, or eight years that makes a
president's legacy in office? No
one is going to look back and
say, "man, what a great first 100
days Bush had." And, if the only
thing that we remember about
President Bush is his first 100,
then maybe something is wrong
with the entire administration.
Heck, Clinton didn't even get
out of the way until almost 80

days into the new presidency. Al
Gore had to make his sad,
wimpy faces and wonder what
he was going to do with the rest
of his life, as well. It's not as if
Bush didn't have his distractions
during this critical time.
Bush has come under fire for
several issues, all of them key to
the success of his presidency. He
ran under the term of "compassionate conservatism," and while
this was intriguing, we've seen
more conservatism than compassion.
Bush wasn't necessarily clear
on his ideas for the environment. But his policies since his
inauguration have been a source

Safety rules
for softball

YOU DECIDE
What kind of job do you
think President Bush is
doing? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.

of concern for the environmentalists. A last minute injunction
signed by Clinton brought
tougher standards on arsenic in
drinking water, which has been
linked to cancer. Bush rescinded
this act, causing criticism and
tempers to flare.
But, really, the arsenic standard was a last minute item that

What do you want to
be when you grow up?

Opinion Columnist

Author's Note: Although the
article is presented to be humorous, this situation is quite serious We realize that safety is
meant to be fun and anybody
who is trying to sue over "poor
conditions" is going to sue
regardless.
Moreover, regulations, in
some sense can be a threat to
our society. When it takes a game
like softball and changes it to the
point where it's not even a game,
it loses its intended purpose - to
have fun.
Additionally, the frequent cancellation of games due to the fact
that the fields are in poor conditions (mainly because people
were covorting around in the
mud) is ridiculous.
Something has got to change
because the game has become
so trivial that its lost all of its initial meaning.

Bush on his actions with China
This very sticky issue had many
politicians and world leaders on
pins and needles waiting to see
what these two lumbering giants
would da
There is no doubt that we
need to keep an eye on China
Ihey will continue to test our
strength and patience, in their
quest to take over our technology and power. They have been
greedily eyeing the US in their
dramatic rise to power over the
past decades. Bush definitely
kept a strong head and a cool
hand with the situation.
We can't wait to see what the
future holds

ON THE STREET

JACK
EAGLEEYE
cancelled for the following reasons: it is currently raining: it has
rained in the last two days; people have played football in the
mud after a thunderstorm: the
Sundial is on fire; the power is
out in Bowling Green; the
Sundial is not on fire; or, there is
a giant octopus in left-field.
Hope to see you at the game!
lust don't bring any seafood.

to drill in Alaska is an attempt to
bring the US more oil reserves,
in the hopes of sustaining our
lifestyle longer. This doesn't
diminish the fact that it would
drill in our most beautiful land,
but what other choice do we
have? Until one of us comes up
with a new way to power our
cars, lawn mowers, planes, and
multitude of other things, we
can't complain.
We all raise hell when gas
prices go up. Big Oil is raising
prices. President Bush is looking
out for our best interests by trying and produce more oil for our
reserves.
We congratulate President

PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

AT ISSUE Danger, Will Robinson! Your bat and glove
may be objects of mortal disaster.
Intramural softball season is
off to a good start, as today is the
second game of the season.
Coincidentally, today is the last
game of the season as well
In an attempt to draw a larger
crowd, I will go over some of the
lesser known rules and aspects of
the game and hopefully get you
interested in attending.
First and foremost, the batting
order is the most important rule
to abide by in the game. Teams
are required to compile a batting
order consisting of a rotation
between males and females.
If a team, for whatever reason,
is not capable of alternating
between the sexes each time at
bat, they are allowed to substitute in a transgendered player. If
the team does not have a transgendered player at hand, one of
the members will be fined and
forced to receive an on-the-spot
sex change from the intramural
softball staff at gunpoint.
You better be there on time,
too. If you're late, not only do you
not get to play for that evening,
your vote will automatically go
towards Brian Engelman and
Sydney Ribeau will be that much
closer to having to park in overflow.
If you throw a wild pitch, you
will have to baby-sit the Cosby
kids for 12 hours.
Since you can't score more
than six runs in an inning, you
lose if you're down by twelve
runs after the fifth.
If you touch homeplate usually you are safe. However, in this
league not only are you out, you
are subject to a random drug
test, a full-body cavity search,
and the Minnesota
Timberwolves lose their first
round draft picks for the next
three years. May God have mercy
on your soul
Finally, the average student
may not know this, but in the last
year, softball games have been

Clinton put on the table. If the
Democrats thought it was a huge
issue, why didn't they push for it
eight yeare ago? There's no reason to criticize President Bush
for re-thinking this issue. Clinton
signed a bunch of items, including controversial pardons and
left with half of the White House
furnishings - is it really a bad
idea to revise his last moves? Vie
don't think so.
Bush has also been accused of
being in Big Oil's back pocket.
Folks, we hate to break it to you,
but we're all bosom buddies with
Big Oil. Everything that we do
hinges on our dependence on
fossil fuels. President Bush's plan

MITCH MANN
SOPHOMORE
COMMUNICATIONS
7 want to be Trevor
Heller's personal
trainer."

DAVE PIACENTI
SOPHOMORE
CONSTRUCTION MGMT.
7 don't want to grow
up - I'm a Toys R' Us
kid."

Government
still keeps
Peltier in
prison for life

some witnesses assert that
Leonard never even fired a gun.
Also, some say Leonard is the victim of a governmental conspiracy
to destroy ATM.
Public figures ranging from the
Dalai Lama to Robert Redford
and Jessie lackson have demanded the release of Peltier. Former
President Clinton had the opportunity to pardon Peltier, but
unfortunately did not
The drive to free Peltier continues today. If you would like more
information or want to sign a
petition for Lenoard's freedom,
you can visit the website:
<http:/ / www. PetitionOnline.co
m/Release/petition.html>

You may not know this, but
Native Americans under the
name of a movement called Red
Power, contributed to the revolutionary spirit of the 60's. Red
Power demanded the return of
the black hills, broader fishing
rights, and more control of their
own governmental affairs.
In
1973, some Native
MM Grcnier
Americans seized Wounded Knee
lamia Riddeneur
in demand of the aforemenSegolene Hennst
tioned rights. This was a site
Alexandre Schwob
where approximately 100 years
hohKontala
ago, Indians were massacred by
poochjosh?Qaol.coni
the American military.
Soon, the FBI considered the
natives at Wounded Knee a
threat, and thus took the site back
through force. Tensions remained
high after the takeover which
resulted in two FBI agents being
killed.
American
Indian
Movement
(AIM)
activist
Leonard Peltier was accused and
convicted of these deaths, and
How aware are yon of issues
was sentenced to life in prison.
Many have claimed that all of important to cultures other than
the evidence used to convict your own? This week the Native
Peltier is questionable. For exam- American studies classes have
ple, there is some debate as to put together a unique collection
who fired the first shots, and of articles written by BGSU stu-

NAS classes
write articles
to raise interest

dents. Each article relays an original perspective towards issues
concerning Native Americans
on-campus and across the
nation. Some of these articles
include topics such as civil rights,
activist Leonard Peltier, environmental issues, economic development/casinos, and the portrayal of Native Americans as
school mascots.
The NAS classes are writing this
series of articles because of the
lack of awareness regarding the
issues that Native Americans are
dedicating their lives to fight for.
Not only are these people being
negatively misrepresented, but
they are still searching for the
equality that has been denied to
them for the past 500 years.
Please read the articles that will
follow in the days to come These
articles will not start a drastic revolution of civil rights. These articles will not change the immediate situation of Native Americans.
Hopefully these articles will open
your eyes just a little bit more to
the situation of another minority
group, struggling for equality.
Please enjoy the forthcoming
articles, and thank you for reading this.
UUHEW1LTSE
KEITH OABNEY
UCKKRTOK
MIKE HE

Jack EagleEye regularly plays
softball by himself. To pin him in
a game, e-mail him at
whose_your_daaa'yJ999@hotmailcom

SUBMISSION POLICY
.The Bfi Hew gladly prints litters to the Editor and Guest Columns. '
Letters should be less than 300 words and Guest Columns can be 500 to
700 words. Name,' phone number and address should be included for
j verification. All submissions may be edited for length a nd clarity.
• Personal attacks and anonymous submissions will not be printed. Send
submissions to the Opinion mailbox at 210 West Hall or bgnewsOlistproc.bgsu.edu, with the subject line ^letter to the editor" or "guest col-
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AMYWAINWRIGHT
FRESHMAN
ART
"I want to be a dork
like Heidi."
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OSU partiers break into riots, to police dismay
OSU. FROM PAGE 1

before one man began jumping
on the back of the car, eventually
smashing the back window. With
the rear dented and broken, two
people then began kicking the
side windows, and the car
appeared totally trashed when
students returned to setting off
fireworks in the street
Shortly afterward, at about 2:30
am, police began to advance
eastward on Chittenden, firing
tear gas at least twice to try to disperse the crowd.
Party-goers appeared to escape
between houses, running both
north and south into the alleys
behind Chittenden. Many students also fled east on
Chittenden toward campus,
crossing High Street and stopping
to stand on the lawn in front of
DrinkoHaU.
"My opinion is they don't take
enough preventive measures to
keep stuff like this from happening," said Brad Bethel, a junior in
communication. "When it gets
big like this, what can they do but
shoot the rubber bullets and tear
gas?"
Columbus police reached High

Street, but began to pull back
after bottles were thrown at them
from behind. At that point, a
group of about 200 rioters tried to
charge back down Chittenden
but were turned away by a second round of blasts of tear gas,
said students standing on High
Street.
"About 200 people crossed
High Street to go back again,"
said Tun Schmidt, a sophomore
in political science. "The cops
chased them back across,
though."
The students stayed on the
Drinko lawn before venturing
into High Street a couple people
at a time, slowing down traffic.
One middle-aged man dragged a
tree into the middle of High
Street, stopping traffic while students on Drinko lawn cheered his
car-stopping antics. Meanwhile,
a group of students began to cluster on the east side of High Street
facing Drinko.
This new group threw a trash
can into the street, with the contents spewing across the northbound lanes. Cars driving by
began to honk at the growing
crowds which only egged the
masses further.

The students clustered around
a southbound vehicle, encircling
it and rocking it for more than 30
seconds, before clearing from the
street again. When the light
turned red again, another vehicle
stopped, this one facing north,
and one man from the crowd
stepped in front. It appeared as if
he hit the hood of the car.
The driver, agitated, opened
his door and went to the front of
his car to confront the individual.
A short melee ensued, with the
driver being assaulted by several
people from the crowd before he
was able to get inside his vehicle
again and take off, speeding
north and away from the yelling
crowd cheering for either side.
Three police cars quickly
arrived at the scene, with officers
chasing the students who were
standing on campus toward the
west and the far side of Drinko
Hall. Another group of students
moved back eastward onto
Chittenden Avenue about 3:15
am.
"We can't afford to baby-sit the
irresponsible behavior that
appears here. That's a problem,"
Smith said.
The group of people returning

to Chittenden were greeted with
a fire burning in the middle of the
street, near where the original car
was smashed at the start of the
riot With fireworks being shot off
and bottles being thrown from
the houses again, the crowd
advanced toward the fire until
Columbus police came westward
down the street once again
shooting knee-knocker wooden
bullets into the ground and driving everyone into the houses on
Chittenden Avenue.
"The officers used tear gas,
knee knockers - virtually anything and everything," Smith
said.
About 20 minutes later, seven
or eight police officers stood on
Chittenden at Pearl Alley while a
fire truck showed up to put out a
Dumpster fire that had started in
an alley parallel to Chittenden.
"This is very typical for this area
-- it's quite a problem," Smith
said.
Shortly after 4 am trickles of
people began to leave various
houses and apartments to return
to their actual residences.
Police had two cars towed from
Chittenden and sent water trucks
down the street in the early

EVALUATIONS. FROM PAGE 1

access to the results.
"If only instructors and the
administration have access to the
evaluations, then how can students be sure that the information is being applied at all,"
Hughes said.
"As a professor in communications, if I read my evaluations,
and if they consistently say I

PROTESTS, FROM PAGE 1

community center and made
their way to the protest area by 2
p.m. on Friday, after being
delayed about 45 minutes trying to cross the U.S./Canadian
border early Friday morning.
The protest area had been
split by protesters into ihree
zones: green, yellow and red.
CAS sophomore Ryan Nuckel
said the green zone signified no
risk to protesters, the yellow
zone was higher risk and the red
zone signified "diversity of tactics," meaning protesters could
utilize any methods they wanted to battle police. The NYU
students began the day in the
yellow zone, where part of the
concrete and metal barricade
surrounding the summit venue
had already been broken down
by protesters.
After police realized the protesters weren't being driven
back by the hoses they were
using, they shot canisters of tear
gas into the crowd.

Correction Blood drive collects 445 pints;

Student wants ratings posted
mumble, then I stop mumbling."
Spears said.
"They are a tool for selfimprovement to make Marshall's
professors more efficient."
Hughes first began his efforts to
publicize the evaluations in Dec.
2000. His first request under FOIA
was denied by McGuffey )an. 29.
He filed an appeal to the FOIA
request and also filed a request

morning trying to clear the street
of broken bottle glass and other
debris that followed the unrest.
The violence occurred on one
of the first warm weekends of the
year and followed two riots last
fall and one riot almost a year ago
to the day - April 17, 2000. To
combat the repeated problem
OSU had launched a party patrol
this month.
This is the fourth incident of
off-campus rioting since last
April, but the first under the university's newly revised Code of
Student Conduct, expanded to
encompass the entire University
District. Since the implementation of the new code on March 26,
no jurisdiction has been extended to students who violate the
code while off campus. Students
involved in the riots may face
university punishment as well as
other charges.
The code was revised in the
wake of riots following the football team's loss to Michigan in
November, in which 11 students
were among the 34 arrested.
Similar off-campus disturbances
also occurred in April and
October of last year.

Quebec's
summit draws
U.S. protesters

The BG News regrets this error:

under the West Virginia Open
Records Law, which were both
denied.
Iluber, a 1992 Marshall graduate, was first contacted by Hughes
Monday.
"I have handled several FOIA
cases in the past and feel like this
case is fairly cut and dry," Huber
said.

low turnout made turnaround

In yesterday's story on the USG

DONORS FROM PAGE 1

elections, we incorrectly identi-

happier with this drive than the
last one," she said.
This was Whalen and See's last
Bloodmobile with the University
before graduating. Whalen has
interned two years, while See
was been with ARC four.
See's reasons for helping are
personal: a blood donor once
saved her mother's life.
"One person's contributions
affect a whole circle of people ...
It's nice to return the favor," she

fied Jon Bragg as the first AfricanAmerican to take the presidency.
He is the second. Jason Jackson,
a '94 graduate, was the first.
Jackson served two terms in the
early 90s, from '92-93 and '9394.

OW LEASING

said.
She said that while (he
demand for blood rises every
year, the number of donors
drops. High school and college
students compose about 20 percent of these donors, See said.
"Though we'd like to see those
numbers go up. That'd be great,"
she said.
"When you see past the initial
fear, and take the first step, it gets
easier," she added. "Then there
are a lot of benefits-like giving
someone another birthdav."

ON CAMPUS JOBS

AVAILABE THIS SUMMER AND FALL
The BGSU Information Center at Olscamp
Hall and the Student Union Set Up Crew are
now accepting applications for the Summer and
Fall semesters.

Field Manor Apartments
•2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have
dishwasher and garbage disposals.
• »675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate)
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•2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apartments
with dishwashers and garbage disposals
•675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate)
•625/ mo. and electric (3 person rate)
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Field Avenue Apartments

Lirey St

Flexible Hours
Decent Pay
Good experiences
in customer service
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352-0717

i
Interested? Stop by the Information Center
At Olscamp Hall and apply between the hours
of 7:45 am-7:30 pm Monday through Friday,
and 7:45 am - 5:00 pm Friday.
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GUENIR1AR, INC.

ADMINISTRATIVE
PROFESSIONALS
WEEKI APRIL 22-28
say THANK YOU

& Beckley Cardy

to your most treasured
employee -

Two Great Names—One Great Company

YOUR SECRETARY!

looking tor i Simmer Job In Mansfield?

KLOTZhasa
wide variety of gift items.
colorful blooming plants.
and gorgeous floral
arrangements.

School Specialty, Inc./Beckley Cardy has been in Mansfield, Ohio for more than 35 years.
Each summer we hire several hundred students to work in our state of the art distribution
center. We offer an exciting work environment, the opportunity to meet new friends, multiple shifts, 40 plus hours per week, and competitive wages.
We have many positions available. If you are looking for the opportunity to earn some real
money during the summer, simply stop by Career Services to obtain an application. If you
prefer to stop by our office, we are located at 100 Paragon Parkway in Mansfield. For further information, call us at 419-589-1496 or 800-305-0174, extension 1496.

906 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green • 353-8381
& 3E

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 5; Sat. 8 to 4
•.WotrfloTl.com
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WOMAN SETS ANOTHER ABLAZE IN FIGHT
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. (AP) — A woman was in fair
condition Monday after being doused with gasoline
and set ablaze during a fight with another woman,
police said. Rosemary Patterson ran screaming from
her apartment Sunday evening and neighbors put out
the flames with fire extinguishers, investigators said.

NATION

Space station acquires addition
By Marcia Dunn
IHC ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Associated Press

FLOATING: US astronaut Scott Parazynski floats through the international space station Alpha, yesterday.

CAPE CANAVERAL Ra—With
astronauts at the controls, the
international space stations new
58-foot robot arm took its first
baby step Monday, lifting one
hand and putting it down 24 feet
away.
"Congratulations. You've just
added a new part of the station,"
radioed Mission Control.
"We've got a lot of excited people up here," replied space station
astronaut Susan Helms.
Because of a series of tests, it
took three hours for the arm — a
high-tech construction crane
with a hand on each end — to
complete its first inchworm-like
step. With one hand holding on.
the hand at the other end of the
ami released a temporary handle

on the space station and eventually plugged itself into a socket 24
feet away.
The ami aced all of its tests.
"This was one of those linchpins that had to work, and it looks
like it's going to work," said space
station resident lim Voss. "We're
looking forward to using it to
keep building the station."
"It's one heck of an inchworm,"
Canadian
astronaut
Chris
Hadfield said. "It's strong enough
to grab the shuttle and move it
around."
The arm's first workout got
under way as soon as all the
hatches were opened between
space shuttle Endeavour and
space station Alpha, allowing the
two crews to meet face to face for
the first time since Endeavour
arrived Saturday.

The 10 space travelers — seven
on Endeavour and three on Alpha
— greeted one another with
warm embraces.
"Wfelcome," Voss called out as
shuttle
commander
Kent
Rominger floated into Alpha on
his back, followed by his crew.
"Somebody's upside down. I
think it's us. Hey, how are you
doing? You guys are awesome."
Voss and Helms were in charge
of the robot arm. Wfarking at computers inside the Destiny laboratory, they checked each of the
arm's joints — three at the shoulder, three at the wrist and one at
the elbow — then steered the
limb around and through its first
step.

Navy discharges Sub commander Opening statements
to start in KKK trial
By lean Christensen

Ttft ASSOCIATED PRESS

PEARL HARBOR, Hawaii —
USS Grceneville Cmdr. Scott
Waddle arrived Monday at Pearl
Harbor Navy Base to appear
before an "admiral's mast" that
his lawyer said would end his

naval career with an honorable
discharge.
Waddle arrived at the base
minutes before the scheduled 3
p.m. EDT closed-door disciplinary hearing convened to consider his role in the Feb. 9 collision
that sank a Japanese training ves-

sel, killing nine people.
He was accompanied to Pacific
Fleet headquarters by a military
lawyers, Lt. Cmdr. Kimberlie
Young. In dress whites and sunglasses, Waddle did not acknowledge the reporters and photographers outside the gate.

■v Did you know... \
LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!

I

517 E. REED • At Thurstin One Bedroom. 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - TWo Person Kate - $495.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $425.00
451 THfRSTIX - Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year • One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00
505 CLQUGH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year ■ TWo Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year - One Person Rate • $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
60S SECOND One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
720 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate • $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH - TWo Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year Furnished • Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480.00
825 THIRD . One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $505.00
649 SIXTH • Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $460.00
707 SIXTH Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished ■ School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished ■ School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00

j~ Apples, not caffeine, •
^ are more efficient at ^
\ waking you up in \
% the morning...
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BIBLE STUDY LED BY PASTOR
DALE SCHAEFER
•
■

Denise McNair and 14-year-olds
Addie Mae Collins, Cynthia
Wesley and Carole Robertson.
Blanton has pleaded innocent
and has said repeatedly that he
was not involved. Prosecutors
contend the bombing was carried out by a handful of
Klansmen to intimidate blacks
seeking an end to segregation
laws.
Circuit ludge James Garrett
said he would rule Tuesday on a
motion by defense attorney lohn
Robbins for a mistrial and on
whether the case should be
moved out of Birmingham.

NATION
BRIEFING
Digital TV too expensive in United States
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The conversion of America's television
sets to digital signals has been
iilutn I as the biggest development since the arrival of color.
But Americans have been
slow to embrace the new systems, which can cost from
$2,500 to $7,000. And early
adopters of the technology
may wonder if there are
enough innovative programs
and services to make their
investments worthwhile.

Woman drives wrong
way on road, kills 7
MARTINSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
A woman accused of killing
seven people by driving the
wrong way on a highway never
hit the brakes as at least nine
drivers swerved to avoid her
car before it crashed into a
minivan, a prosecutor said
Monday.

Clinton remembers
his years in office
ABINGTON,Pa.(AP) —
Former President Clinton said
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
wanted to wear a gun at the
White House ceremony
announcing the 1993 Middle
East peace agreement.
"I said, This is a peace
agreement. This isn't a remake
of 'Rio Bravo,'" Clinton said
Sunday night at a suburban
Philadelphia synagogue, referring to the 1959 lohn Wayne
movie.
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Let the BG News help you
find an apartment...
READ IT DAILY*!!

^

WFAL D.J.'s
SHOWING

111 1/2 Oak St.: One bedroom unfurnished lower
apartment. Bath with shower. Lots of storage
space. Tenant pays all utilities SMOKE FREE LIV-|
ING AREA! $405.00 per month for a 12 month

111 1/2 £ Main SL, Portage: Upper one
bedroom unfurnished duplex. With eat^
in kitchen and bay window One car
garage. Resident pays utilities Just 5
minutes South of Bowling Green.
$495.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

256 S. College, t'nit »B - Two Bedroom, limit
4 people. $700.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01
to 8/10/02.
530 E. Merrv - Three Bedroom, Limit 4 people.
$750.00 per month Uase 8/23/01 to 8/10/02.

HI E Main St-. Portage: Lower two
bedroom unfurnished duplex. Large
' kitchen and full bath with bay window in
front. Resident pays utilities. One car
garage. Just 5 minutes South of Bowling
*£reen. $495.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

605 Second - Four Bedroom. Limit 4 people.
$760.00 per month. Uase 8/23/01 to 8/10/02.
710 Eighth - Three Bedroom, Limit 3 people.
$920.00 per month. Uase 8/2301 o 8/10/02.

Call JOHN M:\VLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Arc Lorj
M 318 E. Hoostcr Strati, tcroti
(rum fico Hill

BIRMINGHAM,
Ala.
—
Attorneys picked a jury of 10
whites and six blacks Monday in
the murder trial of a former Ku
Klux Klansman charged in the
1963 church bombing that killed
four black girls
Opening statements were
expected on Tuesday.
Thomas Blanton Ir, 62, is
charged with murder in the Sept.
15, 1963, bombing at the
Sixteenth Street Baptist Church,
a gathering place for civil rights
demonstrators. The Sunday
morning blast killed 11-year-old

JESUS IS RISEN,
ff
HOW WHAT?

Houses For August Leases
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By Bob Johnson
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l229Wolflv: Two bedroom unfurnished upper
Iduplex. Close to City Park. Large living room and
'kitchen Lots of storage space. One car garage.
Resident pays utilities. $485.00 per month for a 12
month lease.
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SOME FINE®**.
THE ANNUAL WFAL JOCK
STRAP RUN IS

TODAY© NOON!
STARTING POINT.IS AT WEST HALL
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PRO-CHECHENS SURRENDER YESTERDAY
ISTANBUL, Tlirkey (AP) —Waving weapons but also
dispensing food and drinks, pro-Chechen gunmen
held 120 people hostage for 12 hours at a luxury hotel
in Turkey before surrendering Monday, leaving their
captives unharmed. The seizure strained the widespread support in Turkey for the Chechen cause.

WORLD

Antarctica traps ailing Americans
By Ray UHey
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WELLINGTON, New Zealand
— A New Zealand air force plane
took off Tuesday to rescue four
ailing Americans on an Antarctic
research station, defying high
winds that grounded a separate
airlift for a sick American doctor
at the South Pole.
A
C130
Hercules
left
Christchurch, New Zealand, at
5:25 a in (1:25 p.m. Monday
EDT) for a 7 1/2-hour flight to
McMurdo Station to retrieve the
four Americans in need of medical attention, according to Peter
West of the U.S. National Science
Foundation in Washington.
The departure came hours
after blowing snow, high winds
and low visibility forced another
air crew to announce it would
delay attempts for at least 24
hours to reach Dr. Ronald S.
Shemenski at the Amundsen
Scott-South Pole station in
Antarctica.
West said the Royal New
Zealand Air Force plane would
reach a point of "safe return"
about four hours into its flight,
when it would determine if
weather conditions are suitable
for landing at McMurdo, 800
miles from the South Pole.
Ground temperatures were
hovering around 22 below zero
with some clouds but no wind —
good conditions for an ice runway landing, said David Bryce,
the winter station manager at

Scott Base, a New Zealand
research center near McMurdo.
Bad weather conditions on the
Antarctic coast had earlier
delayed the rescue mission 24
hours.
If the flight is successful, the
plane was expected to spend only
one hour on the ground at
McMurdo to refuel and pick up
the Americans. Their ailments
have not been disclosed.
An eight-seat, twin-engine
plane fitted with skis for landing
gear was scheduled to Dy as early
as Tuesday from the Rothera
research station on the Antarctic
peninsula and pick up the 59year-old doctor. The plane
arrived at Rothera last week after
a flight from Punta Arenas, Chile,
accompanied by a backup aircraft.
Shemenski is the only physician among 50 researchers working at that research station. He
recently suffered a gall bladder
attack and has been diagnosed
with the potentially life-threatening condition known as pancreatitis.
"It's been delayed for another
24 hours," said Valerie Carroll, a
spokeswoman with Raytheon
Polar Services. She said the fourperson crew was monitoring fastchanging weather conditions
before deciding when to attempt
the 10-hour flight.
Flights to the South Pole station are normally halted from late
February
until
November

Associated Press Photos

RESCUE: Left, Dr. Ronald S. Shemenski, stands at the ceremonial South Pole site, holding Alaska's state flag, at the Almundsen-Scott
South Pole Station in this undated photo. Shemenski, 59, the only physician stationed in the South Pole, has been diagnosed recently with
pancreatitis and had to be evacuated from the site. Right, a Twin Otter plane belonging to the Calgary-based Kenn Borek Air Ltd. lands at
the British Rothera base on Adelaide Island in Antarctica, Saturday. Strong winds and low visibility halted an attempt yesterday for a risky
flight to the South Pole by the Canadian pilots.
because of the extreme cold and
darkness. But the rescuers are
worried that Shemenski's condition could worsen in the coming
months, when an airlift out of die
South Pole would be virtually
impossible.
"The wind's blowing like hell.
We're getting reduced visibility
and blowing snow. If the winds
calm down and there's less cloud
cover, we'll get better visibility,"
said Steve Penikert, general man-

Violinist receives praise

ager of Kenn Borek Air Ltd., the
Canadian airline company leading the evacuation for the doctor.
He said weather was expected
to improve "but we also need
good weather for the return to
Rothera."
Aviation experts say this would
be the first time a plane has
attempted a landing at the South
Pole during the polar winter,
where temperatures are now 75
degrees below zero — 143 below

By Regan Morris
SINGAPORE — Lee Huei Min
has a master's degree from Yale
University, a million-dollar violin,
serious talent, good looks, big
plans and time on her side. She's
only 18.
The violin prodigy is fulfilling
her childhood dream of perform ing around the world, with
appearances in the United States,
Asia and Europe.
She also represents the dreams
of her business-driven, tightly
controlled country that has been
censoring less and spending
more to promote the arts. She is a
poster child for Singapore's ambition to become, in the government's words, a "Renaissance City
of the Arts."
Her performances, passions
and favorite foods get a lol of ink
in Singapore's governmentlinked newspapers, and she
recendy received the city-state's
Cultural Medallion — its highest
honor for the arts.
Lee isn't the first Singaporean
violinist to attract headlines —
but she's sick of being compared
to the other one, Vanessa Mae,

who is famous for blending classical and pop music and for her
sexy miniskirts and MTV-style
videos.
Before journalists interview
Lee, her mother, Annie, gives
them a statement tided "I Am Not
Vanessa Mae" in which Lee says
she respects Mae's work but that
"I am who I am."
Lee, or Min as she likes to be
called, takes her fame in stride.
The easygoing prodigy shows no
traces of the spoiled, arrogant
child star stereotype.
"Singapore is much more
encouraging of the arts now," she
said during an interview. "There
have always been young musicians in Singapore, they've had a
passion for drama or music or the
arts, but their parents say: 'Be a
doctor or a lawyer."'
Lee says she was lucky her parents supported her love of music
because "I definitely knew 1 didn't
want to be a doctor."
Her passion for her 1704
Guamerius filius Andrea violin
extends to the stage, where she is
known for lively, natural and
often spontaneous performances.

ONE STOP SHOPPING!

"She is a very gifted young violinist," said George Wang, artistic
manager of the Singapore
Symphony Orchestra. "She's a
bright personality and has a
bright spark in her playing She's
a very charming young lady on
the stage."
Singapore, once a malarial
swampland, became a gleaming
modem financial capital in just
30 years. The arts were not a priority in the pursuit of wealth, but
the city-state is now trying to
make up for lost time and erase
criticism that it is a cultural
desert.
"Getting the economy was a
miracle. Getting the arts could be
the next miracle," Lee's mother
said.
The National Arts Council's
budget this year is $18 million, a
14 percent increase over 2000.
Lee Yock Suan, minister of
information and the arts, said
last year that Singapore's overall
arts budget was "less than a
third" of Hong Kong's, but that
Singapore was moving in the
right direction.

directed that rescue operation,
said the attempt to rescue
Shemenski will be more difficult
because it is taking place at the
onset of the southern hemisphere winter, not summer.
"There's going to be a lot of
pressure on them to accomplish
the mission before conditions get
any worse. This is a time of the
year when the rate of change is
very rapid," Pritchard, a retired
colonel, said during a interview.

China looks at treatment of animals
By Helen Luk
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

with the wind chill — and skies
are nearly pitch-black some 20
hours of the day.
The rescue effort is the second
in two years.
In October 1999, Dr. Jerri
Nielsen, the lone physician at the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station, was evacuated after she
discovered a breast tumor that
was diagnosed as cancerous.
Graham Pritchard, the Air
National Guard commander who

GUANGZHOU, China — The
flying squirrel's brownish-red fur
bristles when the shopkeeper
rattles its cage. The startled animal retreats to a corner and
stands defensively on its hind
legs, saving itself for now.
The stall owner reaches into a
different cage and pulls out
another flying squirrel. The creature tries to escape, but the proprietor holds it up by the tail, proclaiming that its "aromatic" meat
is "good for health."
A restaurant owner counts out
200 yuan, or about $24. and says
he can make the squirrel into
about five or six pots of soup for a
profit of about 100 yuan.
"It doesn't have much meat
after the fur is removed," the
restaurateur says, declining to
provide his name at the Xin Yuan
market on the outskirts of
Guangzhou, capital of China's
prosperous
Guangdong
province.
Despite authorities' attempts
to stop the trade in state-protected animals and campaigns to
discourage consumption of

wildlife in general, business is
booming at the market, which
just 18 months ago offered only
civets and a few other species for
sale.
It was not clear whether the
flying squirrel sold to the restaurant owner was an endangered
type or not
But during two raids in March,
officials seized monitor lizards,
owls, pangolins and birds like
pekin fobins, hwamei and
pheasants — all under Chinese
state protection, animal protection officers said.
One of the officers, who agreed
to discuss the situation only on
condition of anonymity, said
some species listed as endangered by international organizations are not yet protected in
China so it is legal to kill and cook
them. Among those are king
cobras, masked-palm civets and
leopard cats, a type of housecal
The Xin Yuan market is one of
many places where restaurant
owners stock up to cater for the
palates of the curious as well as
the growing number of nouveau
riche in southern China and
businessmen from Hong Kong

A recent visit to Xin Yuan found
leopard cats, giant turtles,
masked-palm civets and king
cobras for sale along with nonprotected wild breeds like barking deer, wild boars and porcupines.
Unlike the more exotic species
that are placed one to a cage, up
to 25 domestic animals such as
rabbits, cats and dogs are
crammed one atop another in
single cages about the size of two
microwave ovens.
The trapped creatures look as
if they can hardly breathe, with
their faces pushed against the
wire mesh and limbs sticking out
of the row after row of cages lining the huge, stinky market.
Jill Robinson, founder of the
Hong Kong-based Animals Asia
Foundation, decries the "horrendous conditions" the animals
face.
"Many were dehydrated," said
Robinson, who recendy visited
the market as part of her campaign against animal cruelty in
China. "Some of them had missing limbs. Some were wounded
and bleeding."
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Leases available for 2001-2002

SUMMER IN

EUROPE!!!

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Blrchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

London
$567
Paris
$620
Amsterdam
$619
Frankfort
$721
Rome
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Rio do Janeiro....$794
San Jose
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to Cherrywood Health Spa!
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Famous coaches speak at U.
By Nick Hurm
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Associated Press

DRAFT PICKS: Browns manager discusses his picks with
the press.

Browns
yet to get
needed
players

When Earle Bruce or Don
Nehlen open their mouth, even
the most knowledgeable football
experts shut up and listen.
They listen to over 80 years of
coaching experience from two
men with a whopping total of 328
collegiate wins. Simply put, they
listen to two coaches considered
by many to be included in the list
of top coaches ever to walk a sideline in college football.
Over the weekend, the Bowling
Green football team and staff

along with an army of high school
coaches from around Ohio sat
silently in Perry Held House to listen to both of the former coaches.
The event was part of a coaching clinic brought by BG football
coach Urban Meyer. It was the
first football clinic in seven years
for the Falcons.
"I wanted to have this clinic for
numerous reasons," Meyer told
the attendees. "First, I'm new to
the area and want to develope
relationships with all you (high
school) coaches. I've also learned
from the best in the business. I

wanted to bring in legends that
have worked around here."
Bruce opened the clinic and
talked about his love for football
and coaching. His feiry speech
covered a vast amount of topics
including teaching the fundementals, relationships between a
coach and player and the ingrcdiants to a successful football program.
"Times change, but football
players don't," Bruce said to open
his speech. "As a coach, your job is
FOOTBALL, PAGE 9

FAMOUS LAST WORDS
Don Nehlen on legendary
coach Doyt Perry
"Doyt was so special. He did
tor Bowling Green than anybody at this school. He put
Bowling Green on the map
tor football. He has such an
impact on me. He was so
honest it almost scared you.
Every single kid who played
tor Doyt would die for Doyt. A
lot of the coaching I did at
West Virginia came from his
teachings."

Earle Bruce on motivation
"It you have to crank your
pfayers up tor a game, then
you have the wrong guys,"
Bruce said. Chris Speilman
used to get so pumped up for
games, he used to tell me I
better have my ass in gear
for the game I remember
Chris Carter getting pumped
up for a game against
Indiana. He shouted out to
the team 'Indiana will never
beat us."'

By Tom Withers
AP SPORTS WRITER

CLEVELAND
—
The
Cleveland Browns can't seem to
tackle the franchise running
back they want so badly.
During last weekend's NFL
draft, the Browns picked one
running back, but preferred
another. They called the New
Orleans Saints about trading for
Ricky Williams, and hinted that
free agent Corey Dillon is still a
possibility.
They know what they want,
but so far, the Browns have
been grabbing at air.
"We have a head coach and
an offensive coordinator that
both coached Edgerrin James,"
said Dwight Clark. Cleveland's
director of football operations.
"That's what we're looking for
and he's hard to find."
Coach Butch Davis went into
his first draft with the Browns
hoping to find a feature back
who could play every down. He
was looking for a back in the
mold of James, Indianapolis'
versatile back who played for
Davis at Miami, to improve the
NFLs worst rushing game.
The Browns considered taking
Mississippi's
Deuce
McAllister with the No. 3 overall
pick, but thought Florida defensive tackle Gerard Warren was a
better value.
As McAllister began sliding
down the board — he fell to
New Orleans at No. 23 — the
Browns called St. Louis to see if
they could move up to No. 20
and get McAllister, but the asking price was too high.
"We'd have to pull a Mike
Ditka and give up the rest of the
draft," Davis said on Saturday.
Davis' words proved prophetic because on Sunday the
Browns found themselves talking to the Saints, who under
Ditka gave up all their picks in
1999 to draft Williams, about
making a trade for Wiilliams.
"I did inquire once they made
their pick just to see, and they
were not in the least bit interested," Clark said. "To put an end
to it, they didn't want to talk
about it at all."
Davis found a running back
he liked in the third round,
selecting James Jackson, Davis'
top rusher at Miami the past
two years.
Jackson may have played
behind James during his sophomore
season
with
the
Hurricanes, but he doesn't think
he's second to anyone now.
"I'm not cocky," said lackson,
Miami's third all-time leading
rusher. "I know what t can do."
At next month's mini-camp
Jackson will get his first chance
to show the Browns if he can
help a group of veteran runners
loaded with talent — and question marks.
Errict Rhett, signed before
last season to be Cleveland's
feature back, is coming off a
tom ligament that kept him out
of April's mini-camp.

Nick Hurm BG Nwr.

PUT FOR DOUGH: Golfer
Jenny Schnipke practices her
putting.

Schnipke
leads
golf team
BCSUfAlCONS TANSONir COM
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SLIDE, BABY, SLIDE: Wright State's second baseman hurdles a Falcon player as he slides into second base during their game last
week.

Baseball still on
top after weekend
By Erik Cassano
SPORTS WRITER

No matter if the game was at
Sleller Field or Toledo's Scott
Park, the hitting backdrop never
seemed to bother the Bowling
Green baseball team as they
passed Toledo for 64 runs in a
four-game sweep this past weekend. The Falcons, who now own
the nation's highest team batting
average at .359, have scored 110
runs in their last six MidAmerican Conference games at
Steller Field.
In a unique set-up, prompted
by the close proximity of the two
schools, the Rockets hosted
Friday's and Sunday's single
games, while the Falcons hosted
Saturday's doubleheader. On
Friday, BG hit four homeruns,
two of them by junior Len Elias,
in a 14-5 victory.
With BG already leading 1-0,

sophomore Corey Loomis
cranked his ninth homer of the
year, a solo shot. Elias and senior
Aric Christman hit homeruns in
the third and fourth innings
respectively. The game was put
out of reach for Toledo after a sixrun BG seventh. Senior Lee
Morrison and Loomis did the
bulk of the damage in the inning
with back-to-back doubles, and
Elias followed with his second
homer. Elias finished the game
4-for-6
with
five
RBI.
Sophomore right-hander Brett
Baumgartner pitched 6 1/3
innings for the win, giving up five
earned runs and striking out
four.
"With Craig Menke out
|injured|, Brett Baumgartner
stepped in and did a good job,"
sophomore first baseman Kelly
Hunt said.
The first game of Saturday's
doubleheader at Steller Field fea-

tured the same kind of offense
the Falcons had on Friday in the
13-12 victory, but the pitching
was on shaky ground. The
Rockets scored six times in the
top of the seventh to tie the game
at 12-12. Hunt drove in junior
Tim Newell with a single in the
bottom of the seventh and final
inning of the opener to give BG
the walk-off win. Newell tripled
with one out to start the rally,
and after intentional walks were
issued to Christman and Elias to
load the bases for a double-play
chance, Hunt made the Rockets'
plan backfire.
Senior Brian Thacker got the
final out in the top of the seventh
to get the win.
In the nine-inning nightcap,
BG peaked offensively for the
weekend, scoring 22 runs on 21
hits in a 22-10 win. It was the
BASEBALL, PAGE 9
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HITS: The Falcon baseball team has been hitting well.
FALCONS'
HITTING STATS
TEAM HITTING: .359 team
batting average is currently
tops in the nation.
COREY LOOMIS: .390 batting average leads the team
in players with at least 100
at -bats; 41 RBI leads team,
four cithers over 30 RBI.
KELLY HUNT: 12 homeruns
leads four players in double
figures (Morrison 11, Loomis
and Dukate 10)
CRAIG MENKE: Currentlyinjured starting pitcher is 41 with a 3.80 ERA in six
starts.

Columbus, Ohio — The
Bowling Green women's golf
team finished a tough weekend of
competition Sunday at the lady
Buckeye Spring Invitational hosted by The Ohio State Univerflty
The Falcons finished Last in the
tough 16-team GekL shooting a
three-round total of 1,012 The
host Buckeyes took top team
honors.
Individually, freshman Jenny
Schnipke (KaKda OH) was the
highest finisher for the Falcons,
tying for 48th overall with a three
round score of 244. Sophomore
Shelley Binzel (Dublin. OH) was
next for the Brown and Orange,
tiedfor61stat249.

Men
Ravenna Ohio — After shootinga first round score of 73, junior
Justin Gillham (Perrysburg, OH)
followed that up with a 71 In
round two, finishing tied for ninth
place overall at the First Energy
Collegiate in Ravenna, OH. Not to
be outdone, sophomore Adam
Balls (Woodstock, Ontario) fired
an identical round of 71 to hetp
lead the Bowling Green men's
golf team to a tie for seventh place
in the 19-team field. The meet,
hosted by Kent State University
was held at the Windmill Lakes
Golf Club.
Balls' total of 146 placed him
16th overall, giving the Falcon*
two golfers in the top 2a As a
team, BGSU shot a total of 595,
tying with Purdue University and
finishing 21 strokes behind the
host Golden Flashes.

Falcons hurdle competition
By Ryan Fowler
SPORTS REPORTER
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JUMP, JUMP: A Falcon trackster clears a hurdle during the last
200 meters ot the race.
»

Bowling Green's track squads
took 1-75 north this weekend to
visit their home away from home
this season: Michigan. The 2001
campaign has sent the Falcons to
our neighbor to the north nine
times to compete in track meets.
The men traveled to Mt.
Pleasant, Michigan for the Central
Michigan Triangular and the
women headed to Kalamazoo for
the Western Michigan Triangular.
No matteij what the cardinal

direction, the Falcons competed
well in the one-day meets.

C rVIU Triangular
The Falcons finished third on
the day at Central Michigan with
71 points, while Western
Michigan came in and stole first
place with 163 points, leaving the
host Chippewas to settle for second with 146.
lunior Ricco Oglesby has been
quiet this outdoor season, but
made a big bang this past weekend by leading the Brown and

Orange with two first place finishes. Oglesby toasted his competition in the 100m with a time of
10.4 and continued his winning
ways into the 200m with a top
time of 21.87.
The junior sprinter is pretty
sure of why these peak performances occurred when they did.
"I've been running more quarters (400m), that just help me and
got me stronger, " Oglesby said.
"It (running 400m races) has
TRACK, PAGE 9
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Indians face a tough division
By Tom Withers
IP SPORTS KRIIER

CLEVELAND — Once nicknamed Comedy Central because
of its lousy teams, the AL Central
is anything but a joke.
The Cleveland Indians certainly aren't laughing at their
division foes these days.
After winning five straight
Central titles — by a preposterous 30 games in 1995 — the
Indians are again in chase mode
this season.
But surprisingly, it's not the
Chicago White Sox who the
Indians are pursuing This year,
the Minnesota Twins have an
early jump on Cleveland.
"Sure, we're watching them,"
Indians pitcher Dave Burba
said. "Anytime a team is playing good ball like that you have
take notice. Hey, we know

those guys can play. We saw it
last year."
The Indians learned a tough
lesson last season. They lost the
division lead on May 17, got too
far behind the White Sox and
injuries made it impossible to
make up ground. Cleveland
missed the AL wild-card by one
game.
But the Indians' real undoing may have been their
inability to beat teams in the
Central. Cleveland went 21-30
vs. the White Sox. Twins,
Kansas City Royals and
Detroit Tigers.
The Indians owned the
Central during their title run,
going 182-101 in the division
since 1994. They were 51-23
against the Twins during that
span before last year when
Minnesota went 8-5.

"You have to beat the teams in
your division when you play
them," first baseman Jim Thome
said. "Wfe've always known that
But after last year, maybe we
think we've got something to
prove."
The unbalanced schedule
makes winning division games
even more important this season. The Indians will play
Central opponents 19 times, a
total of 76 games within the division.
On Sunday, the Indians finished sweeping a three-game
series from the Detroit Tigers to
run their winning streak to six
when Cleveland manager
Charlie Manuel turned on his
office TV to catch the final few
innings of the Twins-While Sox
game.
As Manuel talked to reporters,

he kept one eye on the set as the
Twins closed out their fifth
straight win to improve to 14-3.
"It's still real early," Manuel
said. "But they're playing good.
They played good against us last
year. They're getting good pitching now."
Manuel, who spent most of
his playing career in Minnesota's
organization, has had his eye on
the Twins for a while. He has
compared them to the Indians of
themid-'90s—an up-and-coming team of young players whose
confidence seem to grow with
each win.
"We know they're good,"
Manuel said. "At the same time,
their bullpen will get tested
somewhere along the line and if
it holds up, I 'II say they're for real.
It's early, but you don't want to
start getting too far behind."

Teams head to Michigan to compete
TRACK. FROM PAGE 8

made me stronger all together."
Oglesby went on to say that his
hamstring injury doesn't bother
him to the point where he can't
ran. He is learning to live with it
and at times just fight through
the pain. This shows what a
competitor he really is when it
comes time to run.
Two fielders earned second
place finishes on Saturday.
Sophomore Drew Downey
soared in the pole vault at a
height of 15-5 3/4. Dan Corleto,
a senior who has been performing strong as of late, took second
in the discus with a throw of 1742 just edging out teammate
lama! Salahuddin who finished
third with a throw of 173-4.
Oglesby had some inspiring
words about Corleto's performance.
"He has been really improv-

ing," said Oglesby. "He has
always been a really good discus
thrower anyways, but he is really
coming along."
Rounding out the top performers in the field was Pat
Kania who finished fourth in the
hammer throw with a distance
of 161-9.
Western Michigan Triangular
The women competed well
enough for second place at the
Western Michigan Triangular
thanks in part to three Falcon
women.
Sophomore Joy Echler and
seniors Stephanie Heldt and
Andrea Cook all picked up first
place finishes on Saturday.
Echler continued to improve
her times in her respective
events and accomplished new
feats ihis weekend by taking
home top honors in the 5,000m
with a time of 17:55.46. With her

time Echler established a new
team best for the season.
In addition to Echler, the
Falcons took second and third in
the 5,000m to sweep the top
spots. Lisa Mariea placed second with a time of 18:32.17 and
Sarah Lohrbach placed third
with a time of 18:48.06.
Heldt won the high jump for
the fourth time this outdoor season with a height of 5-7 and
Andrea Cook continued to clear
the 12-0 mark with ease, finishing first in the pole vault with
that mark
Other highlights on the track
Saturday included another
promising race for freshman
Alicia Taylor. Taylor finished in
second place in the 100m hurdles in a time of 14.80.
lovone Houpe finished third
in the 400m with a time of 58.15
and sophomore Briana Killian
finished second in the 800m for

the Falcons.
The 4x100m relay team consisting of Taylor, Houpe, Loper,
and lensine Pemell finished second overall with a time of 49.28
as did the 4x400m team (Houpe,
Heldt, Cook, Killian) with a time
of 4O5.09.
It was all BG in the high jump
with Heldt taking first, while
Bridge Kozy took second with a
height of 5-5, Jamie Perryman to
third, 4-11, and Erin Kosch
placed fourth with a 4-9 effort.
Nicole Carter placed second
in the challenging triple jump
with a 37-5 distance. In the discus t .l.iii Trainer took third with
a throw of 116-9 and teammate
lanean Johnson followed in
fourth with a distance of 110-0.
Johnson followed that effort up
by placing second in the hammer throw with a distance of
146-2 with Mary Willems taking
third with a 136-3 throw.

Baseball still on top after weekend
BASEBALL FROM PAGE 8

11th time in the last 12 conference games the Falcons reached
double figures in the run column.
The game was basically taken
out of question by the top of the
third as the falcons scored 15
times in the first two innings.
Christman had five hits and four
RBI to front the Falcon assault.
Junior catcher David Viane, who
has produced almost every time
he has been put into the lineup
this month, had three hits and
three RBI. BG deposited balls
beyond the fence three times: a
solo shot by Elias, and a pair of

Take

two-run knocks by junior Nick
Elrod and senior Chad Curlis.
Freshman left-hander Neil
Schmitz improved his record to
3-1 as he pitched 5 2/3 innings
for the win.
"Its not too hard to pitch with
the way we've been swinging the
bats," Schmitz said. "I didn't have
my greatest stuff, but I threw
good enough to win. The hitting
and defense took care of the rest"
Sunday, the series concluded
back at Scott Park, and the
offense stayed in high gear as BG
collected 19 hits in a 15-6 sweepclincher. Senior Scott Dukate,
Morrison and Hunt all hit
homers, their 10th, 11th and

BGSU

12th respectively, but the offensive highlight of the day was a
grand slam by Newell in the
eighth. Newell finished the day
4-for-5 with five RBI. Elrod also
had a four-hit day, and
Christman had three stolen
bases. BG scored in each of the
first six innings as they continued to take control of games
early.
Freshman lefty Keith Laughlin
started for the Falcons, giving up
four runs and striking out five in
six innings to get the win,
improving his record to 2-1.
Thacker pitched the final three
innings for his first save of the
year.

^S

home with you

"This |sweep| is an ideal situation." Schmitz said. "It is a huge
momentum boost if we want to
have any chance of hosting in
the MAC tournament."
The four wins pushed BG to
28-10 overall. 15-4 in the MAC.

Notre Dame
The Falcons will travel to
South Bend, Ind. today for a
game against Notre Dame,
scheduled to start at 6:05 this
evening. The nationally-ranked
Fighting Irish have one of the top
pitching staffs in the country. It
will be "turn back the clock"
night as the Irish will wear vintage uniforms.

Spring Into - ^
Leasing at
Greenbriar

Introducing summer classes you take tn the convenience ojyour own home!
Choose from:
• Moth 115(56183) - Introduction to Statistics
• Sociology 101 (40658) - Principles of Sociology
• English 200 (43443) - Introduction to World
Classics in Literature

GUI EN ■UAH, INC.

^O

224 E. Wooster

3520717
Hurry in Today'.

For information on how to register for video-based summer classes contact:
Judy Donald • 372-7876 • Continuing Education

^<ute 'Sauttque
*> j
,ty

»*

Large selection of
novelties, oils, gels,

* COMING IN MAY * ADULT VIDEO STAR *

" "C vSHAME

lingerie, dance wear,
boots 6x sboes.
We bave everything to
belp plat) your bachelor
& bacbelorette parties!

V"

Hi

Sunday-Wed r^esday
10 an) - 2 an)
fii Thursday-Saturday
10 aii) - 4 an)

135 S Byrne Rd » Toledo » 531-0079

135 t BYRNE RD
TOLEDO 131-007*

Coaches share
words of wisdom
FOOTBALL FROM PAGE 8

to teach the fundamentals of
football. Love your players. It's the
greatest team game there is."
Bruce coached at the
University of Tampa, Iowa State,
Northern Iowa, Ohio State and
Colorado State after leading
Massillon to two state titles and a
20-0 record in 1964-65. He is
most known for his tenure at
Ohio State, where he posted an
81-26-1 record with the Buckeyes
including a 5-4 record against
Michigan. Bruce followed the legendary Woody Hayes in 1978. At
Colorado State, Meyer was an
assistant under Bruce.
"I came here to speak because
of Urban Meyer," Bruce said. "I do
this quite a bit. I'm happy to
come to Bowling Green and help
out with what I can."
Nehlen arrived Saturday
morning to speak to the players
before their afternoon scrimmage. The former Falcon player
and coach considers the trip to
BG as a homecoming.
" I can see nothing has changed
here; we still can't even afford a
microphone," Nehlen said jokingly about being wireless.

Although his coaching style is
different, the substance of
Nchlen's speech was similar to
Brace's. Nehlen discussed issies
like how to be a great team, roles
of players and work ethic.
"The great teams are teams
where every player sticks together," Nehlen said. "If everyone of
you will stick together and die for
this program, then you'll come
out winners."
Nehlan started out playing
football for BG under another
legendary coach, Doyt Perry. He
was an AU-MAC selection during his playing time at quarterback from 1954-57. He later
went on to coach the Falccjns in
1968, spending nine seasons
with the Orange and Brown. He
totaled a record of 55-35-4.
Nehlen moved on to become an
assistant coach under Bo
Schimbeckler at Michigan. He
spent the last 21 years of his
coaching career at West Virginia.
There he became the winninest
coach in Mountaineer history.
In 46 years, he has had only five
losing seasons. During his
career, Nehlen has sent 80 of his
former players to the NFL,
including 12 from BG.

Did you know...
il
There are 1 million
ants for every person I
j
in the world.
!j

Publish Your Work For $1,295
Textbooks. Novels, and More
Call FirstPublish. Inc at 888-7077634 or visit www.lifstpublish.com
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Personals

A Moment of Reflection
A time for anyone concerned
about the issue ot sexual
assault to experience the
power of connection & hope.
11th Floor of Offenhauer Easl.
Rm 1104
April 25, 2001.9pm
A* A* A4> A* A4>
The sisters of Alpha Phi proudly
announces this week's
Sister-of-the-Week
Jody Marshall.
Thank you for all your hard work
and dedication with Greek Week!
Chinese. Japanese & Russian
at BGSU!!!
Register now tor fall

WEUOMC BACK TO

ANOTHER VECK OF
CLASSES.*.*.*

Guilty or Nol Guilty?
YOU BE THE JURY!
Come find out at the
Mock Rape Thai
Tuesday, April 24. 2001
Olscamp 115,9pm

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

KKIKKTKKT
Congratulations
Sister ot the Week
Lindsey Gable
Great job with Greek Week!
KKTKKTKKr

Subleaser wanted for summer efficiency across street from campus.
Call Heather at (740) 971-6195

••Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starling May 14 for short &
long term Call 353-0325.

Advanced Specialty Products
See full ad in BG News

Help Wanted

KKI KKTKKTKKT
Congratulations to our new chapter
council members:
Ginenne Lanese-social chair
Lindsey Gable-Corresponding Sec.
Katie Kieffer-Registrar
KKf KKT KKI'KKI
KKIKKIKKIKKf
Thanks to the Kappa's Beta
coaches:
Billy Bolion
Mike Maurer
Bryce Collins
JeH Gill
We couldn't have WON it
without you!

Ben Ben Ben Ben

Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC

Wanted

1 Female Subleaser. May-Aug. Nice
house, own bedroom, washer/dryer.
S225/mo * utils . 352-6833.
1 roommate needed
$225/mo 354-2314
Close to campus
1-2 subleasers needed.
May 19-August Balcony!
Call Nate @ 352-6389
Desperately needed 1 female subleaser Aug 01- May 02, own room,
close to campus, 319 Pike St, rent
S250/mo Call Jenni 353-6271.
Female roommate needed for summer and/or fall '01. Own bedroom
and bath Close to campus Rent
negotiable 353-9122. Karin
Need Arts & Sciences graduation
tickets! Will pay Call Rachel 0 3521539
Subleaser needed tor this summer.
Less than $200 a month Call 3522028

Adult Softball Scorekeepers
$8 00 per game •■ bonuses
The BG Parks & Rec Oept. has
positions available for adult softball scorekeepers for our Carter
Park facility Available hours are
Sunday-Thursday from approximately 6-10:30pm. Season stans
May 13th & runs through mid-August. Must be 18 yrs ot age. Apply
at the Park office at Woodland
Mall or call 354-6223 oxi 222. The
City of Bowling Green is an equal
opportunity employer.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIREI
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7am-10am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift 1:30pm-4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid tor 3!
354-8802
354-8703
Dedicated Activists Needed
You could work another pointless
and mindless summer |0b tor some
evil corporation. You could get paid
minimum wage, sit inside all day,
and hate your job. You could do all
this, or. .You can make a difference
this summer.
Stop the pollution of our air and
water. Fight corporate greed. Gain
valuable grassroots organizing
experience. Get paid to save the
planet. And best of all-Love your
summer job. You choose.
M-F 2-11pm $350-450(wk
(419)255-6028.
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs' Student Groups
Earn $1,000-52.000 this semester
with the easy campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit

www.carnpustundraiser.cofn

Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!

Garden and yard worker, at private
home, from now thru fall. Call 3520252.
Gospel musician needed*for church;
pianist or organist. Call 353-3499;
Angie.
Great summer jobs $10-S12anhr.
Work outside. Taking applications
now. 1 -888-277-9787 or www.collegepro.com.
MONTESSORI Extended Care
Worker to work M-F, 3.00-5:45pm
lor the 2001-2002 academic year.
$7.50/hr. Exp. w/ children necessary
MONTESSORI Lunch Assistant to
work M-F. 11:00am-1:00pm for the
2001 - 2002 academic year.
S7.50/hr. Exp. w/children necessary
Send resume and 3 ref. letters to
Montessori School of BG, 630 S.
Maple St., Bowling Green, OH
43402 by May 4.
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-time, and sub positions available ranging from 14-71
hours biweekly. Salary is $7.55/hour
for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at S10.24/hour based upon experience. High school diploma or
GED required; no experience necessary. Positions available in Bowling
Green, Portage and Haskins areas
Application packet may be obtained
from Wood County Board ot MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd , Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. E O.E.
RNAPN'S
Anne Grady Corporation is what
you are looking tor!!1
Are you seeking a career where you
can utilize your Nursing skills, and
where you can build a long-term relationship with your patient and
physician, and have No supervisory
responsibility? Join our organization
that is growing everyday. Anne Grady Corporation, a 91 bed long term
care facility for adults with MR/DD,
has full-time/part-time and some
substitute positions, shite are generally 12 hours, but can be flexible.
Candidates must be an Ohio Licensed RN or LPN MR/DD background is helpful but not necessary.
These challenging and rewarding
positions offer the opportunity tor
both professional and personal
growth. In addition we offer:
'S1.000 Sign on bonus for FT or
PT
'S250 Sign on bonus for Subs
■Medical/Dcntal/Rx/Vision
'Paid Vacation/Sick Time
'FREE Life Insurance
■Retirement plan
•Premium pay for substilufes (additional S2.00/hr.)
'No uniforms, friendly working
environment
'New graduates are encouraged
to apply
'Weflness Program
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland, Ohio 43528

source
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Or visit our website at
www.annegrady.org
EOE

PGI3
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Social Worker
The Anne Grady Corporation, a long
term care facility lor adults with Developmental Disabilities, is looking
for a Licensed Social Worker with a
strong work ethic and one who takes
pride in their quality of work. Fulltime position available, evenings
and weekends Will promote positive
relationships between Anne Grady
Center, families, and guardians.
Prepares evaluations and participates as a member ol the Interdisciplinary Team, and conducts employee training. Candidates must have a
Social Work License, minimum one
year experience working with
MR/DD individuals preferred, ability
to communicate effectively, knowledge of Medicaid regulations; knowledge of individual rights, ability to
act as a team player, good writing
skills, ability to meet deadlines. We
offer:
'Medical/Dental/Rx/Vision
'FREE Life insurance
'Paid vacation/Holiday/Sick Time
*A friendly working environment
'Retirement plan
'Wellness Program
Interested individuals should apply
at:
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland, Ohio
Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm
Fax (866-7462)
Visit our website at;
Wanted companion for 18yr old
MR/DD girl My BG home, M-F
8-3:30. Jun.-Aug , some exp req'd .
weekly salary and/or room & board
352-7745 eves.

Lawn Maintenance, pad & full time
for spring & summer. Call Steve @
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822

1 bdrm. apt. across from campus.
Avail. June 1st, 1 yr. lease
$350/mo + utilities. Call 419-8975997

We are looking for hard-working college students with some painting experience for summer help. Own
transportation a must Call 882-0564

3 bedroom apartment (House) MayAugust $840 a month, NO utilities,
216 Manville towertest 3530309.
3 bedroom, 1 bath. 832 Third St
Available August. $725/ month
(419) 474-5344.

For Sale

3-4 BR house, country setting, city
services, W/D, grad7prol.,
$1000/mo., Call 354-6036.
1989 Honda Accord 255,000 mi.
Needs work $1500-

4 bedroom house on 5th street.
Available mid August. $720/month
plus utilities. 12 month lease. 3542500

373-0465
88 Eagle Premier, power locks. CD.
Good Condition, $900 obo

4 room upstairs apt. dose to downtown avail, now. grad. students preferred. Call 352-5822.

352-7058
HONDAS FROM S500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1800-719-3001 ex14558.

723 Fourth, 3 bdrm.. 2 bath. Avail.
May 17. $800 mo. plus util.
353-0494.

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription & non-presenption.
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, S Serengetti
also avail. John T. Archer & Associates 1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502

Apartment lor Summer
1 bedroom, close to campus on
Manville. $350 •» utilities. May-July.
Call 353-0941

Twin bed with mattresses. Year old
S160 OBO. 352-6371.

Available August 15. 2 bdrm. apt.
Close to campus. Call 686-4651.
Available August 15. Efficiency
close to campus $250/month. Call

For Rent

686-4651.
House for lease on Woosler 6 bd..
2 baths Call 861-2596.
Houses. 1, 2. & 3 bdrm. apts. beginning May 01 9 4 12 mo leases
352-7454.

"Apartments, and Rooms
630 N Summit Apts , $560/ mo.
309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms $220/mo..
includes util.. male students
Also Summer Rentals Only
CHI 353-0325

LEASING FOR AUGUST
1 bdrm. grad student. 601 3rd St.;
2 bdrm. undergrad, 704 5th St.;
2 bdrm. mature renters; 710 7lh st.
352-3445.
Quiet 1 or 2 BR w/pond in back.
Avail May 1 353-2301

12 month leases starting
May 19,2001:
226 N Enterprise #B-1 ♦ Br.-1 person-S425 ♦ util.
230 N. Enterprise «C-1 Br.-1 person-$360 * util
322 E. Court «2-1 Br -1 person-$405
mcl all util.
402 1/2 E Court-1 Br -1 person$330 . util.
605 5th »C-2 Br -2 person-S400 *
util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710

Self Storage units available,
Summer leases, Many sizes
Call Buckeye Storage 352-1520
Summer subJsrs. needed 724 S
College "27 2 bdrm. 2 bath, $510
mo., unfum Avail 5/16. 353-2367.
Two bedroom, furnished or unfurnished apartments. 724 6th St. 4
705 7th St $525 per month school
year lease. $460 per month full year
lease 354-0914.

1372 E Woosler St: Four-five bedroom unfurnished house Across
from campus. Will be totally painted
throughout One bathroom, dishwasher, garbage disposal and
washer/dryer S1200 00 plus utilities
per month tor a 12 month lease
Available after 7/31/01

Management Inc.

2001/2002
Openings-Leasing Now
ALSO DOING
SUMMER LEASING

Bowling Green Pain Clinic
Medical and Chiropractic Services
J.L. Smith M.D. Patrick O'Shea D.C.
•Back, neck, and limb pain
■ Sports injuries

AfEfcCA

• Headaches
• General practice

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apts. 108: Fairvicw.
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garhagc Disposal
v.ashcr/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts at S3°0-Call 353-5800

1072 N. Main
Immediate Appointments 354-6166
BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•

""'"•uiMimii.ci;""

JOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

Near Campus
Low Rates
Open 24 Hours
Summer Leases
Clean
Many Sizes

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your 'Things"!

Rental Office
319 E. Woosler St.

Chocolat

Seeking dedicated, reliable BGSU
students for a part time opportunity
dislnbuting promotional materials to
professors. Musi be able to work
alone. Knowledge of the BGSU
campus is helpful. This job entails
summer work on the campus, so
students who live on campus year
round are strongly preferred. This
job has a flexible work schedule. II
interested, please call Brian at (614)
488-2525 ext. 124.

For Rent

(419) 866-6500/fax (419) 866-7467

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news

w

Child Care needed in our Sylvania
home tor our 9 & 10 yr. old Must be
avail, for summer June 8-Aug. 28,
b/w 8 am & 4 pm Must'have own
car & 2 ret. Please send a 1 pg.
desep. of qualifications to
P.O. Box 597. Sylvania, OH 43560.

Help Wanted

AAA
Summer
Storage!

Rentals available
for summer and
fall. Stop by for
our full listing.

354-2260 jxmuhmriA

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

STEAK HOUSE

GREATFOODLATE

Check Us Out!!
www.homecityice.com

Management Inc.

^HIGHLAND"
MANAGEMENT

Kvergreen Apt. 2I5 E Poc
Sludios & Large I Bdrms.
Laundry on site

130 E Washington Stroct. Bowling Green

Starts al $250-Call 353-5800

354-6036

www wcn^orgZ-hlghioncI
Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apts. 7I0 N Enterprise
ONLY ONE LEFT OF EACH
I & 2 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S4I0 Call 353-5800

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!
Jay-Mot Apartments
803-815 8th St
2 bedroom- $47 5/mo -12 mo lease
Some remodeled
S550/mol2mo lease
Laundry focities on-slte
♦Wheat

<afi&CA
Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St
I bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry fodrhes
n Wdg., ale. quet
From $395/monm

/CfBfcCA

Management Inc.
House 202 Palmer Ave

The HomeiteodGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C,
on-site loundry, ceramic We,
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From S510/month - 12 month

4/bdrm 11/2 car garage
$l,100VMo. + Utilities
Call 353-5800

A!EKCA
Management Inc.

14354 Watt Poe
3* bedrooms, rural setting
W/D. crty services
^$irX0/monlh-l2monlhk«M>y

Stop by our office al

1045 N. Main SI.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

SUMMER HELP

Great Job Opportunities !!

QERiVCRiQ

Htnng Students Pan- Time NOW and Full- Time During Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAYH
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

for

BIG SUMMER CASH!!!!
Now accepting for sumrner emnjoyrnent
and for several

1-800-899-8070
Located just minutes from Campus:
We Alto Have Facilities In Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington, KY
Lima/Bucyrus
Cleveland/ Ashland
CantorvEne
CincinnaWKentucky
ManslielavAshland

1-800 933-3575
1 •800694-0529
1-800-6740680
1 -800-288-4040
1-800-894-0529

DaytorVSprmgfietd
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

t 800 283-5511
1-734-955-9094
1-800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1 -800 545-4423

Ato Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule

NOW HIRING

2001 MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT«
Columbus, Ohio
BANQUET SEWERS. BARTENDERS; RUNNERS

$8.00 mm i

LooK

SUPERVISORS*

/Must I

trtena)

MONDAY MAY 28 - SUNDAY JUNE 3
i

Flexibility- Start training NSW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

www.horn.ecitvice.com

call NOW to reserve a position/
Shanes Gourmet Martlet & Catering

(tl*i 358-6666

rc_ :M^M
Bowling Green State University

EE2WORDS
I 'RUN' to Anderson Arena May 5
BY KEVIN AEH. EDITOR

Old-school meets
the future of rap.
Following the tradition of last
year's hugely successful Bush/Moby
concert, UAO is
bringing two more
big names in music
on campus.
Run-DMC and
The Roots are scheduled, to be on campus on May 5 in
what is being billed
as the "Pre-Exam
)am." It just may be
the best study break
of the year.
As long as there
has been rap music,
there has been Run-.
DMC. The'group
has definitely broken
some major ground
in its 20-year career.
It was the
first rap group to
receive a gold
plague, earn a platinum album and one
of the first rap
groups to be featured
on MTV.
Best known for
classic singles such
as "My Adidas,"
Run-DMC is also
responsible for reviving Aerosmith's
career in the '80s
with the remake of
"Walk this Way." DJ
Jason Nevins did a
.house remix of their

song, "It's Like
That," in 1998, and it
became a hit all over
again.
The group has
recently released a
new album, "Crown
Royal," which features collaborations
with a
wide variety of
artists
ranging
from
Stephan
Jenkins of
Third Eye
Blind and
hip-hop
super producer
Jermaine
Dupri.
The
Roots
have been
the toast
of the rap
community, especially since the
single "You Got Me,"
featuring Erykah
Badu, became a hit
in 1999. The song
was a top 40 hit and
helped get the
album, "Things Fall
Apart," platinum
success. Both the
song and the album
earned Grammy
nominations.
If their recent live
album ("The Roots

Come Alive") is any
indication, this is a
live show you will
not want to miss.
Tickets for the
May 5 concert at
Anderson Arena are
$12
BELOW: THE ROOTS

04.24.01

Get a glimpse of 'True
Hollywood' Friday at the library
BY KEVIN AEH, EDITOR

On E! Entertainment Television, there is the "True
HollywoodStory," where you can get the inside story on
all the scandals in tinsel town. On Friday April 27, you
will have the chance to find out the scoop on the "True
Hollywood Story."
Jeffery Shore may currently be an Executive Producer
for E!, but he started out as a BGSU student. At
9:30 a.m. on April 27, Shore will present all of the
research and video material used in the production of
"True Hollywood Stories" in the 1'allister Confrence
Room at the Jerome Library. The donation will be
added to the Popular Culture Archives.
That afternoon Shore will spend time with students
starring at 2:30 p.m. He is scheduled to make a presentation on the aspects of the business of
Hollywood. After that, he will answer questions.
Anyone looking for a career in television should be
encouraged to attend. Bring a resume. Who knows, you
may juft end up with a summer internship or at
least a good industry contact. Both events are scheduled
to take place in the Pallister Conference Room at the
Jerome Library.

Art students v/ork
currently on exhibit
BY KYIENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDITOR
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BGSU is home to several talented artists. If you haven't
seen any of their works, the art galleries are offering an exhibition where many creative pieces will be displayed.
The Bachelor of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibition II is for graduating Fine Arts students at the bachelor&#8217;s level. The
Master of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibition features artwork at the
master's level. The artists include: Jessica Leming, Clayton
Peterson, Chris Ryan, Tim Sheldon and John Williams.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., and Sunday, 1-4 p.m. The event is free and open to the
public.
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Arts students at the
bachelor's level. This exhibition showcases work by
these artists. Gallery hours
are Tuesday through
Saturday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
and Sunday 1-4
p.m. Free and open to the
public all week.
Willard Wankelman Gallery,
School of Fine Arts
Apollo Night Ticket Sale
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tickets on sale all week and
are $10 dollars. Any questions contact Nyesha
Moore at
nyesha@bgnet .bgsu .edu.
Olscamp
The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day
Saints
-10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Education Steps
Spring Festival Ticket
Sales
Noon - 3 p.m.
The NAAC'P will be selling
Spring Festival Tickets all
week.
Olscamp lj>bby

Master of Fine Arts
Thesis Exhibition: Jessica
Leming, Clayton
Peterson,
Chris Ryan, Tim Sheldon
and John Williams
TBA
The culminating exhibition
(or graduating BGSU Fine
Arts students at the
master&#8217;s level. This
exhibition showcases work
by each of the artists.
Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Saturday, 10 a.m. - 4
p.m. and Sunday 1-4
p.m. Free and open to the
public all week.
Dorothy Liber Bryan Gallery,
School of line Arts

Baseball host Siena
Heights
3 p.m.
Stellerfield

Spring Festival Ticket
Sales
Noon - 3 p.m.
Olscamp Lobby

RSA Banquet
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Resident
Student Life.
Olscamp 101

World Percussion Night
8 p.m. •
Free and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall

Faculty Artist Series:
Christopher Scholl,
tenor, and Ellen Scholl,
mezzo-soprano
8 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center
UAO Movie: Dr. Seuss'
How the Grinch Stole
Christmas
9:15 p.m.
Big budget remake of the
classic cartoon about a creature intent on stealing
Christmas.
Olscamp 111

. TBA
The culminating exhibition
for graduating BGSU Fine

Softball hosts Miami
3 p.m.
Baseball host Adrian
College
3:30 p.m.
Stellerfield
Treehouse Troupe 2001
7:30 p.m.
"Tales of Hans Christian
Andersen" adapted by F.
Scott Regan;
"Step on a Crack" by Suzan
Zeder. University Theatre
production. For more information, call 372-2222.
fot E. Brown Theatre,
University Hall
University Men'sChorus
8 p.m.
Admission Charged. For
ticket information call 3728171.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
Spring Festival Dance
10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Sponsored by the Spring
Festival Committee.
Eppler South Gym

Spring Festival Ticket
Sales
Noon - 3 p.m.
Olscamp Lobby

Applauding Excellence
6:30 p.m.
KH Olscamp

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Thesis Exhibition II

Apollo Night Ticket Sale
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Olscamp
Golden Key End of the
Year Activity
Noon -2 p.m.
Education Steps

Softball hosts Ball State
2 p.m.

Tuba/Euphonium
Ensemble
8 p. in
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall

Men's Tennis
TBA
MAC Tournament
Campus Site

It'i All For You

Apollo Night Ticket Sale
9 a.m. - S p.m.
Olscamp
Spring Festival Ticket
Sales
Noon - 3 p.m.
Olscamp Lobby

Apollo Night Ticket Sale
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
i )lscamp
David's House Canned
Food Drive
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Steps at Education Budding

Women Graduate
Students Professional
Development Network Financial Planning
for the New Graduate
1:30 p.m.
This presentation will teach
you how to plan for your
current and future
financial goals.
The Women's Center 107
Hanna Hall

Softball hosts Miami
1 p.m.

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Thesis Exhibition III
Opening Reception
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

The culminating exhibition
for graduating BCSU Fine
Arts students .it the
bachelor's level. This exhibition showcases work by
these jriisis.
wuiard Wankelman Gallery,
School of'Fine Arts
Treehouse Troupe 2001

7:30 pm
University Theatre production.
joe E. Brown Theatre,
University Hall

Adult Auditions

8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Bowling Green Summer
Musical Theater Production
of "The King and
I" Adult auditions for the
annual summer production.
Performances are scheduled
July 13, 14, 20 and 21, and
September 7 and 8. For further information
contact Dr. Eugene Dybdahl
at 372-8623.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
Walk-A-Thon/Humane
Society

Softball hosts Kent

Contact (an Harr, 352-7339.

3 p.m.
University Dance
Alliance Showcase
8 p.m.

8 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

SUNDAY

April 29

Bowling Green
Philharmonic!

Baseball hosts Kent
3 p.m.
Steller field

TBA

Concert and University
Bands

Treehouse Troupe 2001
2 p.m.
University Theatre production.
joe E. Brown Theatre

Last day of classes
Campus-wide

The Church of Jesus
Christ of tafter-Day
Saints

10 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
Education Steps
Baseball hosts Xavier

2 p.m.
Steller field

The UDA spring semester
showcase will feature a variety of movement styles in
an informal performance setting, featuring dance works
by student and faculty
of BGSU. Admission is free
and donations are accepted.
Following the showcase
there will be an awards presentation for UDA members.
Eppler North room 222

iHfLPlfTGHANDSrA Buzz!
\Calendar Highlight
It's the end of the semester and you barely have time
Ifor yourself, let alone anyone else. Even though you may
|have a million papers to write and just as many exams to
■study for, there is one thing you can do to give back to the
-community.
' On Thursday, April 26, a canned food drive will take
Iplace on the steps of the Education Building. The canned
■ food will go to David's House, a charity for people with
-AIDS. The drive will take place from 10 a.m. fo 4 p.m.
'Before you head to campus that morning, make sure you a
■canned good and lend a helping hand.

I
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Party/Dance Alpha Phi
Alpha

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
52 entrance fee.
Eppler Gym

Softball hosts Toledo

4 p.m.

On behalf of Campus Buzz, Kevin Aeh would
like to thank
everyone for a great spring semester.

3 pm
Free and open to the public
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
Children Auditions
b p.m. - 8 p.m.

Bowling Green Summer
Musical Theater Production
of "The King and
I" Children auditions, ages 6
to II, for the annual summer
production.
Performances are scheduled
July 13, 14. 20 and 21, and
September 7 and 8. For
further information contact
Dr. Eugene Dybdahl at 3728623.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

Spring Commencement

Spring Graduation.
Anderson Arena. Memorial Hall

Stress Reliever Dance
10 p.m. - 2 a.m
Gym
Jehovah's Witness OnCampus Info Table

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
University Hall
Baseball hosts Oakland

2 p.m.
Steller field

Special Thanks to:
Bob Bortel
Everyone at UniGraphics
Brian Rellinger
Julie Mowery
and
Kylene Foster

I 'Grinch' v/ill steal Christmas tomorrow night
BY KEVIN AEH, EDITOR

BY KYLENE FOSTER. ASSISTANT EDITOR

We don't need a ran- out of Whoville. Other
dom April snow show- actors featured in the
er for it to feel like
holiday film are Molly
Christmas. There's a
Shannon of
much warmer way for
"Saturday
anyone looking for
Night Live" fame
yuletide cheer. All you
and Josh Ryan Evan,
have to is go to
who also plays
Olscamp 111 tomorrow Timmy on
night, where UAO is
"Passions."
presenting a showing
It doesn't make
of "Dr. Suess' How the
much sense that
Grinch Stole
UAO would play a
Christmas."
Christmas film in
Based on the classic . April. Guess they
Dr. Suess book, Jim
couldn't get a hold
Carrey plays the mean
of any good Eastergreen one, who comes
themed movies.
up with a plan to take
"Dr. Suess' How the
all the Christmas joy
Grinch Stole

Christmas" is scheduled to
start at 9:15 p.m.

| Troupe brings classic tales to life this weekend
BY KYLENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDITOR

These stories include, "What
the Old Man Does is Always
Right," "The Swinherd,"
"The Jumping Competition,"
"The Princess and the Pea"
and "The Ugly
Duckling."
The other performance,
"Step on a Crack" by Susan
Zeder, focuses on a 10 yearold girl who has a hard time
adjusting to her
father's new wife.
Both performances are sure
to be informative and entertaining for both young and
old audience members.
The Treehouse Troupe

With all the end-of-theyear stress, wouldn't it be
nice if you could just act like
a kid again? Well, now is
your chance.
This weekend, BGSU's
Treehouse Troupe will be
showing off their
acting skills during a joint
production of "Tales of Hans
Christian Anderson" and
"Step on a Crack."
"Tales ot Hans Christian
Anderson," adapted by F.
Scott
Regan, features 5 of
Denmark's most famous
author's stories.

Company is made up of several BGSU students,
including: Jamie Borowski,
Lisa Fulton, Eric Magnuson,
Lynn Lammers, Dominic
Prinzo, Rachel Westra, Steve
Wood and Ruth Wilier.
Showtimes are Friday,
April 27 and Saturday, April
28 at 7:30 at Joe E. Brown
Theatre, University Hall. A
matinee performance will be
offered Sunday, April 29 at 2
p.m.
For more information, call
372-2222.

BY KYLENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDITOR

The Men's Chorus was
established in the early 1920s
and grew into a strong singing
sensation. After years of success and performance, the
group disbanded during World
War II because of the shortage
of men on campus. In
1971, the group was brought
back to life and has been entertaining crowds ever since.
Members of the Men's
Chorus represent several

University Bookstore certificate, and the runnerup will receive a $50 certificate.
"The Gospel Choir
sponsors "Apollo Night"
with the help of other
organizations, such as:
The Center for
Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives,
Undergraduate Student
Government, The African
American Graduate
Students Association,
Latino Student Union
and the NAACP.
"It has come to be a
true celebration of talent
and support from the
community to those with
great talent," Moore said.
Tickets can be purchased for $10 each and
can be bought at
Olscamp Hall today
through Friday between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. For
more information about
"Apollo Night," e-mail
Nyesha at
nyesha@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Spring showcase witt
feature fancy footwork
May 4
BY KYIENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDITOR

I These men can sing: Chorus concert
scheduled for Friday
This Friday, April 27 at 8
p.m., the University Men's
Chorus will be taking stage at
Kobacker Hall in the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
The Spring Concert will feature a memorable selection of
songs that are sure to entertain
and delight the audience. The
talent of the Men's Chorus is
rooted deep in BGSU's history
and is sure to be showcased
Friday night.

Get ready to throw
some tomatoes! (Well,
not really.)
On Friday, April 27 at
7:30 p.m., at a location
TBA, BGSU students
will be participating in a
version of Harlem's infamous "A Night at the
Apollo Theatre."
BGSU's "Apollo
Night" is a talent showcase that mocks the
original by having the
audience judge the various acts. According to
Nyesha Moore, the audience's reaction to the performance can "make or
break" an entertainer.
The Gospel Choir
recruits the talent and
then the performers must
face the most critical
audience of all: their
peers. "The audience
decides who
has presented the best
talent," Moore said.
Whomever the audience selects as the winner of "Apollo Night"
will receive a $100

colleges of the BGSU
campus.
For ticket information, call
372-8171.

The Bee Gees said it
best when they sang
"You should be
dancin...yeah."
Next Friday, May 4 at
8 p.m. in Eppler North
222, the University
Dance Alliance wifl be
taking the Gibb brothers' famous advice.
The UDA Spring
Semester Showcase will
feaurure a variety of
movement styles in an
informal performance
setting. The showcase
will feature dance works

by student and faculty
of BGSU.
Admission is free, but
donations will be
accepted.
Following the showcase, there will be an
awards presentation for
UDA
members.

